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1 Executive summary
1.1 Introduction
This document is the final report of a project carried out by Analysys Mason on behalf of the Danish
Energy Agency (DEA) to analyse the need for radio frequencies for future radio-based services and
to study licensing approaches for the fixed-link market.
The DEA is responsible for administering national frequency resources in Denmark, with the
objectives to meet demand for frequencies for new applications whilst maintaining the spectrum
needed to deliver existing services, and to maintain alignment of the Danish national frequency plan
with European and international frequency regulations and use. Efficient use of frequencies is
essential to ensure that spectrum is put to good use, and is managed for the good of Danish society,
and the economy.
The DEA’s frequency strategy is updated periodically to reflect changes in spectrum demand,
technological advances, the European harmonisation framework for spectrum assignment, and
international developments.
We understand that this report will inform a planned update to the DEA’s Danish spectrum strategy
during 2020/2021. To that effect, the DEA has asked Analysys Mason to put together an analysis of
the spectrum requirements of future radio services over the short (<5 years), medium (5–10 years)
and long term (>10 years). A particular area of focus is fixed links, where demand has grown rapidly
as public mobile networks have expanded, and where new fixed-link technology is emerging to use
several very-high frequency bands for very-high-capacity, short-hop links.

1.2 Future spectrum requirements
In conjunction with the DEA, we have chosen to focus our analysis on the major categories of
spectrum use that are likely to drive future demand. We have identified a set of services and systems
which are most likely to be affected by changes in spectrum use and allocation, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

public mobile (and private networks)
fixed services
programme making and special events (PMSE)
satellite Earth stations
private mobile radio (PMR)/land mobile radio (LMR)
licensed short-range devices (SRDs)/low-power use
special services (public protection and disaster relief, or PPDR).

We are aware that there are other services that will use spectrum such as aeronautical, maritime,
amateur radio, etc. We do not however, in general, expect such major changes in spectrum
requirements in these sectors. The largest category that we have excluded is arguably broadcasting,
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with the Lamy report 1 suggesting that the remainder of the 470–694MHz band should continue to be
used in Europe until at least 2030 for TV broadcasting. In Denmark, the future use of the 470–694MHz
band will need to be considered, but any reallocation of the spectrum before 2030 appears unlikely. 2
For each service/system category under study, we have analysed:
•
•
•

the frequencies currently used to deliver the services in Denmark
the main trends that are driving changing spectrum requirements for that category, focusing first
on service and demand trends, before subsequently considering technology and equipment trends
the main changes in spectrum allocation that are expected as a result of international decisions
at the ITU-R level that are relevant to European frequency allocations, such as the outcome of
WRC-19 and the expected outcomes of WRC-23.

Our review has highlighted that some bands are likely to have competing future demand for spectrum.
In particular, a large number of bands have been identified for use by public mobile services which
will disrupt usage by incumbent services. In addition, some bands are being considered for multiple
uses, for example some bands being considered for IMT are also being studied for satellite.
Based on this research and analysis, we identified specific areas that will have changing spectrum
requirements arising from either international developments or demand/technology trends and
considered the timeframe within which these changing requirements are likely to result in changes (or
potential changes) in spectrum allocations. We focus on changes that will have an impact in the short
term (0–5 years), medium term (5–10 years) or long term (greater than 10 years – i.e. beyond 2030),
as summarised in Figure 1.1. Considerably more detail on our analysis and conclusions is provided in
Section 3 of this report.
Figure 1.1: Summary of short-, medium- and long-term considerations [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]

1

See https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/report-results-work-high-level-group-future-use-uhf-band

2

We note that, although there is unlikely to be a reallocation of the 470–694MHz spectrum before 2030, work to
determine how this spectrum should be used after 2030 will likely need to begin several years earlier.
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1.3 The licensing of fixed links
Fixed wireless links (‘fixed links’) provide a terrestrial transmission path between two or more fixed
points for the provision of telecommunications services. Fixed links can be deployed either in a fixed
point-to-point (PTP) or point-to-multipoint configuration (PMP). Fixed links may be used for a
variety of purposes, including:
•
•
•
•

connection to and between base stations for mobile communication, most commonly ‘backhaul’
distribution of radio and television signals
connection between telephone exchanges
broadband access (i.e. fixed-wireless access, or FWA).

The DEA is considering how the fixed-link market will evolve, and the most appropriate ways of
licensing fixed links in future. To assist the DEA in this regard, we have carried out an analysis of
the fixed-link market in Denmark and internationally.
Our analysis has considered:
•

the supply side of the market, including a review of the current licensing framework used for
fixed links in Denmark, and highlighting notable aspects of the licensing frameworks used in a
selection of other countries (Norway, Ireland and the UK)

•

the demand side of the market, analysing the current utilisation of fixed links in Denmark, and
discussing the expected future requirements for fixed links based on relevant trends and demand
drivers (e.g. 5G deployment in the mobile market, and fibre substitution in the fixed market).

This analysis has enabled us to compare options for licensing fixed links in Denmark in future, and
to make some recommendations on a number of aspects relating to fixed links.
Future demand
We expect that the demand for (low and medium frequency) fixed links will experience a long, gradual
decline rather than a short, sharp fall, as fibre becomes ubiquitous. However, a number of factors mitigate
the speed and extent of this decline, particularly the lower cost and greater speed of installation for
deploying fixed links vs. deploying fibre.
For higher-frequency fixed links (e.g. in the E-band and above), demand is likely to (continue to)
grow, at least in the short term, as mobile operators seek fixed links with larger bandwidths to serve
their growing capacity requirements.
Future supply
Various fixed-link bands are being considered for re-allocation to mobile, and this could reduce the
supply of fixed-link spectrum. The first instance of this is expected to be in the 26GHz band. Fixed
links in this range will therefore need to migrate to another available band. It will be necessary to
try and offer licences in a band of similar frequency so as to allow links of the same length.
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The reduction in supply of fixed-link spectrum due to re-allocation of existing bands to other
services may be mitigated if fixed-link users in the affected bands are able to transition to using
other available bands. Whether users can transition depends not only on suitable supply of spectrum
from the DEA but also that the bands in question can be used by the licensee, based on availability
of equipment, and the characteristics of the band. The potential increase in demand for highfrequency fixed-link bands to accommodate users displaced from bands re-allocated to other uses
means that ensuring efficient use of remaining fixed-link bands will become ever more important
(indeed, even without increasing demand, there is likely to be increased pressure to use the available
spectrum more efficiently).
Licensing approach
Several different licensing approaches (and combinations thereof) could be adopted for different
bands, each of which have advantages and disadvantages. These are summarised in Figure 1.2 below.
Figure 1.2: Advantages and disadvantages of different licensing approaches [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
Licensing
approach

Speed of
deployment

Level of
administrative
convenience

Protection to
users from
interference

Efficiency of
spectrum use

+

+

+

–

Individual
licensing

–

–

+

Light licensing

Ο

Ο

Ο

+
+

Block licensing
(regional or
national)

+ Advantage – Disadvantage

Ο neutral

There are multiple legitimate licensing approaches that the DEA could adopt, particularly if block
licensing is followed on a regional level, which could help to mitigate the potentially inefficient use that
might otherwise arise from national block licensing in high-frequency bands by allowing efficient
spectrum re-use between different users (i.e. if links required by one licensee are only deployed in a small
area of Denmark, such as Copenhagen, meaning that links requested by other parties could be
accommodated in the same spectrum, outside of Copenhagen, with suitable frequency coordination). The
most suitable approach will depend on which of the different metrics shown in Figure 1.2 above (i.e.
speed of deployment, protection from interference, etc.) is most valued by fixed-link users. For example,
if mobile network operators (MNOs) prioritise protection from interference, then light-licensing and
licence-exempt approaches may be less suitable. Conversely, if MNOs’ main concern is the level of
administrative burden associated with deploying a large number of short-hop links, then light licensing
would be a definite possibility. As such, we recommend that the DEA should solicit industry feedback
via a public consultation or similar in order to determine the best licensing approach for these higherfrequency bands.
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In this context, we note that, although the majority of fixed links are used for backhaul by MNOs, there
are also some other users of fixed links, and these users may have different preferences to those of MNOs.
In general, individual link licensing is likely to be more suitable for smaller/non-MNO users.
Subject to refinement from any feedback arising from a consultation, our initial recommendations
regarding licensing approach are as follows:
•

Given that MNOs are the main fixed-link users, then block licences and auctions (as per
Norway) start to make sense, at least in bands where scarcity starts to become an issue. Spectrum
which remains unsold after an auction could then be made available for individual licensing,
including for non-MNO users.

•

Where it is straightforward to do so, e.g. in new bands or bands with limited existing fixed-link
use, it is likely to be appropriate to transition from an individual licensing to a block licensing
approach, as per the above. However, it may be difficult to enact this transition in certain bands
(or portions of bands), e.g. in cases where there are many existing individually licensed links
which do not expire for several years, and for which expiry dates are staggered. In these cases,
it is likely to be sensible to continue with individual licensing at least in the short/medium term.

•

For higher-frequency bands (e.g. E-band and above) with many thousands of 5G base station
applications submitted by MNOs, an individual licensing approach may be impractical and
unnecessary. A light licensing regime may be a better approach, being well suited to higher
frequencies with high levels of frequency re-use, but offering greater interference protection
than a licence-exempt regime, with only very limited downsides in relation to speed of
deployment and administrative burdens. The main alternative option would be to use a regional
block licensing approach. A benefit of block licensing is that it better guarantees interference
protection for users requiring a high availability of service (which may be a concern to some
stakeholders, such as MNOs, under a light-licensing regime).

Pricing
In general, low pricing is appropriate where there is no scarcity, and if there is scarcity an auction
can be used.
The current Danish pricing model for individual links appears to be appropriate for incentivising a
transition to higher-frequency bands.
The ratio of the price of a nationwide block licence to the price of an individual link indicates the
number of links that are needed to justify the extra cost of a nationwide block licence, from the
perspective of a licensee. These ratios do not appear to be problematic at lower frequencies in terms
of encouraging spectrum hoarding; however, for higher frequencies, the pricing framework may not
provide a similar level of deterrence to spectrum hoarding/inefficient spectrum use.
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However, adjusting the pricing framework may not be the best tool to address this problem. Rather,
only allowing block licensing at a regional level, or imposing some form of use-it-or-lose-it
condition to ensure full frequency use, may be more suitable.
Spectrum trading
For fixed-link spectrum, there has so far been no spectrum trading in Denmark, even though a
flexible spectrum trading framework is in place. This is not overly surprising, since supply currently
exceeds demand in the majority of bands, and where this is not the case (i.e. 17GHz and 22GHz) we
understand that, to date, substitutable supply has been available in other bands with similar
frequency characteristics. Furthermore, there is a low cost to holding spectrum/underutilising links.
We therefore do not consider the lack of spectrum trading to be evidence of any problem with the
spectrum trading framework itself, and do not recommend that the DEA makes any changes to the
existing framework.
This is further supported by the fact that the trading framework in Denmark may be (slightly) more
encouraging for licensees than in other countries. For example, in Norway and Ireland spectrum
trades of fixed-link licences are subject to approval from the NRA, whereas in Denmark spectrum
trading may be conducted without prior approval of the DEA.
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2 Introduction
This document is the draft report of a project carried out by Analysys Mason on behalf of the Danish
Energy Agency (DEA) to analyse the need for radio frequencies for future radio-based services and
to study licensing approaches for the fixed-link market.
The DEA is responsible for administering national frequency resources in Denmark, with the
objectives to meet demand for frequencies for new applications whilst maintaining the spectrum
needed to deliver existing services, and to maintain alignment of the Danish national frequency plan
with European and international frequency regulations and use. Efficient use of frequencies is
essential to ensure that spectrum is put to good use, and is managed for the good of Danish society,
and the economy.
The DEA’s frequency strategy is updated periodically to reflect changes in spectrum demand,
technological advances, the European harmonisation framework for spectrum assignment, and
international developments.
The DEA plans to publish an update to the Danish spectrum strategy in 2021 to help ensure that
sufficient frequency resources are continuously available for existing and new technologies and
services, including new solutions to help mitigate climate change.
To inform this updated strategy, the DEA has asked Analysys Mason to put together an analysis of
the spectrum requirements of future radio services over the short (<5 years), medium (5–10 years)
and long term (>10 years). A particular area of focus is fixed links, where demand has grown rapidly
as public mobile networks have expanded, and where new fixed-link technology is emerging to use
several very-high-frequency bands for very-high-capacity, short-hop links.
The DEA has indicated that the output of this study may be shared with stakeholders as inspiration
for their contributions to the spectrum strategy.
The remainder of this document is laid out as follows:
•

Section 3 provides an analysis of future spectrum requirements across a range of major spectrum
users in Denmark:
–

we first set out the current frequency use of the different service/system categories. We then
seek to uncover the service and demand trends as well as technology and equipment trends
that are expected to affect future spectrum requirements. We also provide a summary of
relevant international developments

–

finally, we assess the likely future spectrum requirements in Denmark across the
service/system categories under consideration over the short, medium and long term.
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•

Section 4 provides an analysis of the fixed-link market in Denmark, in which we assess relevant
trends and demand. We also look into the current licensing framework and research the
authorisation approaches for fixed links in a selection of other countries:
–

the analysis in this section enables us to conclude with a discussion of the options for
licensing fixed links in Denmark in future, and make recommendations to the DEA in this
regard.
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3 Future spectrum requirements
The DEA aims to ensure that spectrum demand for new technologies and applications is met whilst
maintaining the spectrum needed to deliver existing services, and to maintain alignment of the
Danish national frequency plan with European and international frequency regulations and use. To
assist the DEA in this regard, we have carried out an analysis of future spectrum requirements across
a range of major spectrum users (service/system categories) in Denmark.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•

Section 3.1 sets out the current frequency use of the different service/system categories under
consideration
Section 3.2 provides an analysis of service, technology, equipment and demand trends that will
affect future spectrum requirements for each service/system category
Section 3.3 summarises international developments in relation to future spectrum allocations
Section 3.4 provides an assessment of future spectrum requirements in Denmark over the short,
medium and long term, taking account of the findings from Sections 3.1 to 3.3.

3.1 Current frequency use by service/system category in Denmark
In conjunction with the DEA, we have chosen to focus our analysis on the major categories of
spectrum use that are likely to drive future demand. We have identified a set of services and systems
which are most likely to be affected by changes in spectrum use and allocation, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

public mobile (and private networks)
fixed services
programme making and special events (PMSE)
satellite Earth stations
private mobile radio (PMR) / land mobile radio (LMR)
licensed short-range devices (SRDs)/low-power use
special services (public protection and disaster relief (PPDR)).

We are aware that there are other services that will use spectrum such as aeronautical, maritime,
amateur radio, etc. We do not however, in general, expect such major changes in spectrum
requirements in these sectors. The aeronautical and maritime sectors are both inherently global in
nature and need all equipment to be able to operate across countries. Therefore, the need for global
co-ordination and high concern for safety of life result in a more conservative attitude towards
change.
The largest category that we have not considered future demand for is terrestrial broadcasting. The
700MHz band (and previously the 800MHz band) have already been reallocated from broadcasting
to public mobile use in Denmark, which involved re-planning digital terrestrial television (DTT)
transmission. The same has happened, or is in the process of happening, across Europe. As part of
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the process to reach the decision to make this reallocation, the Lamy report 3 suggested that the
remainder of the 470–694MHz band should continue to be used in Europe until at least 2030 for TV
broadcasting. In Denmark, the whole of the 470–694MHz range is currently used to deliver DTT
over five digital multiplexes (MUXs), using DVB-T2 transmission with MPEG-4 compression. Both
the public service broadcasting (PSB) and commercial DTT licences also expire in 2030 in
Denmark, meaning that 2030 is the time by which a decision on future use of the 470–694MHz band
will be required to have been taken, but any reallocation of the spectrum before that date appears
unlikely. 4
Broadcasting in Denmark also includes analogue and digital radio broadcasting. FM analogue radio
in Denmark is broadcast on frequencies between 87.5MHz and 108MHz, while AM analogue radio
is broadcast on longwave. Although digital audio broadcast (DAB) is also present in Denmark, and
since 2017 is broadcast exclusively in the DAB+ format using VHF spectrum, we understand that
there are currently no plans to discontinue FM broadcast, not least due to large amounts of recent
investment by broadcasters following a re-tendering of all local radio in 2016 and, like for TV,
existing licences running for many more years.
In the sub-sections below, we discuss the spectrum bands currently used by each service/system
category identified above, with the exception of broadband PPDR, for which no dedicated spectrum
has been assigned in Denmark. Further details of the bands in use by service/system category are
provided in Annex A.
Public mobile (and private networks)
Public mobile services are expected to see the biggest changes in spectrum requirements and usage
due to the development of 5G technology.
A spectrum auction is being planned, which will assign spectrum in a number of additional bands.
We discuss this further in Section 3.2.
Currently, no spectrum is assigned directly to enterprises for the purpose of developing private
international mobile telecommunications (IMT) networks. However, demand in this area (which is
currently served by a combination of public mobile networks and private mobile radio) is growing,
as we discuss in Section 3.2.

3

See https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/report-results-work-high-level-group-future-use-uhfband

4

We note that, although there is unlikely to be a reallocation of the 470–694MHz spectrum before 2030,
work to determine how this spectrum should be used after 2030 will likely need to begin several years
earlier.
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Fixed services
Fixed services currently use a large range of frequencies, from 2.3GHz to 86GHz. Spectrum
availability will be affected by the allocation of spectrum to other services, in particular millimetre
wave (mmWave) spectrum that has been earmarked for 5G mobile use.
PMSE
PMSE services use a different set of bands for audio applications and video applications. In
Denmark, most wireless microphones can be used without a licence. Wireless cameras use a set of
higher-frequency spectrum bands between 2010MHz and 2280MHz.
With the 700MHz band being reallocated to public mobile services, the availability of spectrum for
PMSE services has recently reduced.
Satellite services
Commercial satellite operators and their services provide connectivity for public and private users,
including for broadband connectivity, audio visual (AV) broadcasting and for communications on
board maritime ships and aircraft. In addition to commercial satellite operations, remote sensing and
imaging satellites (referred to as ‘earth observation satellite services’ (EESS) are funded via national
Governments and the European Union (and counterparts globally) and used to capture key
information on environmental and atmospheric indicators, informing climate change response,
weather patterns and other environmental sensing.
Satellite Earth stations are mostly licence exempt in Denmark and the allocation of spectrum follows
the International Telecommunication Union-Radiocommunications (ITU-R) Radio Regulations
(ITU-R Radio Regulations) assignments. Spectrum for satellite Earth stations is available at a wide
range of frequencies across the UHF, SHF and EHF frequency bands.
Commercial providers offer connectivity through mobile satellite services (MSS) as well as fixed
satellite services (FSS). Commercial satellite operators use a range of spectrum bands, ranging from
1.5GHz (mobile satellite services, or MSS), 10–14GHz (fixed satellite services including
broadcasting), 17–30GHz (‘Ka band’ used for fixed satellite services) and 37.5–51.4GHz (‘Q/V
bands’, suited to high throughput satellite systems). 5
Within the EESS sector, the space and science sectors uses various frequencies across the radio
spectrum to support services including meteorological services (e.g. weather patterns), Earth
exploration (e.g. climate change, natural disaster prediction) and space research (e.g. planetary,
moon and Earth observation).

5

A useful graphic of bands used for commercial satellite operators has been published by the EMEA Satellite
Operators Association: see https://www.esoa.net/spectrum/satellite-spectrum.asp
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Different Earth exploration services use different frequency bands, depending on the sensing and
scientific requirements. These scientific projects provide essential contributions to European and
worldwide scientific knowledge on the Earth’s environmental behaviour including flooding, land
subsidence, polar ice change, volcanic activity, earthquakes and changes in sea and lake levels. Some
frequency bands offer particular advantages for Earth observations due to the physical properties of
the spectrum, meaning that, for example, observations can be undertaken with high spatial resolution
and precision, and through clouds. Frequencies up to 6GHz, for example, are used for this purpose.
Key examples include the European Copernicus system, which uses various bands including C-band
and 23.6–24GHz (which has a primary allocation for EESS (passive) and used by SENTINEL-3
which is contributing to Copernicus). 6,7
Earth exploration satellites operate in line with the ITU assignment and mostly in the SHF and EHF
bands, with a few bands in the UHF spectrum.
PMR/LMR
According to licence data for LMR provided by the DEA, the DEA, under certain conditions, issues
licences in adjacent spectrum bands for use by maritime radio and/or PMR.
In addition, the 380–385MHz and 390–395MHz bands are used in the TETRA network for
narrowband PPDR use. No spectrum is currently assigned for broadband PPDR use.
SRDs/low-power use
The frequencies used by SRDs are harmonised at a European or global level, allowing for mass
production of equipment that can be used across multiple markets. The Danish frequency plan
follows the Commission Decision 2006/771 / EC on the co-ordination of spectrum resources for
short-range equipment, as last amended by (EU) 2019/1345. 8 In addition, some additional uses are
allowed in Denmark as defined in ERC/REC 70-03. The decision includes frequencies from 9kHz
to 246GHz and usage of bands is subject to different restrictions such as transmit power limit/field
strength limit/power density limits.
•

In line with the Commission Decision 2006/771 / EC on co-ordination of frequency resources
for short-range equipment, as amended by (EU) 2019/1345, 9 bands between 9kHz and 248GHz
are assigned for SRD use, on a licence-exempt basis. 10

6

See https://www.copernicus.eu/en/about-copernicus

7

See https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/647092ab-e807/CEPT%20Report%2068.pdf

8

See https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/251b4d7d-bd8f-11e9-9d0101aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-HTML/source-118557486

9

See https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/2f1cda91-3bf2/EC%20Decision%202019%201345.pdf

10

All frequencies that can be used without a licence can be found in the Executive Order (see
https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lta/2019/1155). SRDs are in Annex 5, but Annex 5 also includes usage
which does not involve SRDs.
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The 5.9GHz band has been identified globally for use by intelligent transport systems (ITSs), in
particular the 5.855–5.925MHz band was identified at WRC-19 for Region 1, 11 (further details are
provided in Section 3.3). The 5925–5975MHz band is currently used for train signalling in Denmark.
The 6GHz band (5945–6425MHz in particular) is being considered for additional spectrum for
RLAN use by the ECC, 12 as we discuss further in Section 3.3. Sufficient availability of spectrum
for Internet of Things (IoT) applications that rely on low power and NB-IoT technologies will be
important in the development of these applications and in particular for the deployment of
sustainable IoT applications.

3.2 Analysis of service, technology, equipment and demand trends
In this section we consider, for each service/system category in turn, the main trends that are driving
changing spectrum requirements for that category. In each case, we begin by considering service
and demand trends, before subsequently considering technology and equipment trends. Each subsection concludes with a short summary of key trends and their spectrum implications.
3.2.1 IMT/public mobile
Service and demand trends
The total number of consumer mobile connections in Denmark has been stable in the last decade.
However, the technology mix has undergone significant change, in line with international trends,
with 2G and 3G connections declining steadily over the last five years as 4G use has increased (as
shown in Figure 3.1). This trend is driven by a growing subscriber base for high-quality mobile
broadband (MBB) connections.
The strong demand for MBB connections is also driving traffic growth on mobile networks, which
is one of the reasons why MNOs are seeking to migrate from long-term evolution (LTE), or 4G
technology, to 5G new radio (NR), or 5G.

11

See https://www.itu.int/dms_pubrec/itu-r/rec/m/R-REC-M.2121-0-201901-I!!PDF-E.pdf

12

See https://www.cept.org/ecc/tools-and-services/ecc-consultation
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Figure 3.1: Mobile connections in Denmark, by technology [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
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Denmark is one of the leading countries in Western Europe in terms of the share of 4G connections.
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amongst the best in the world.
Growth in demand for better and faster mobile connectivity is also being driven by increasing use
of data-intensive applications for high-quality entertainment, communications and several other
tasks which generate large amounts of traffic on mobile networks. Figure 3.2 illustrates this growth
in data usage in Denmark, which is expected to continue in the coming years.
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Data consumption per mobile connection in Denmark is growing and is expected to reach 35GB per
connection per month in 2024, as shown in Figure 3.3. Denmark is well above the Western European
average data usage per connection, surpassed only by Finland, Austria and Ireland. The strong data
consumption suggests that there could be high demand for faster data services and 5G.
Figure 3.3: Mobile data usage per connection per month [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
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Future mobile networks based on 5G technology will have to offer greater capacity, scalability,
reliability and flexibility in order to cater for new and evolving mobile demands. They will not only
need to be able to carry increased volumes of traffic but will also have to support a range of new
applications, such as artificial intelligence (AI), autonomous control, virtual and augmented reality,
which will require highly available and resilient connections with low end-to-end latency.
All mobile operators in Denmark have good spectrum holdings which enable them to compete
effectively in the market and offer good coverage and capacity. All four MNOs aim to offer 5G
services in late 2020 with all MNOs having already launched 5G trials, and TDC’s service going
live from 7 September 2020. 13

13

See https://tdc.dk/5g
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Figure 3.4: Spectrum holdings in Denmark by operator/network [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
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The DEA has already auctioned spectrum suitable for 5G in February 2019, including the 700MHz,
900MHz and 2300MHz bands. The winners were TDC, Hi3G and TT-Netvaerket. In addition, the
DEA is preparing the award of licences in the 1500MHz, 2.3GHz and 3.5GHz bands, as well as reawarding expiring licences in the 2.1GHz band, which will support the continued high quality of
service as well as providing coverage for existing 4G services and for 5G.
Spectrum in the 2.1GHz band, previously assigned to MNOs for UMTS (3G) use, will expire in
2021 and will be reassigned. Spectrum in the 1500MHz and 3.5GHz bands will become available
and the DEA is proposing to make available again the 40MHz of spectrum in the 2.3GHz band that
was not sold in the April 2019 spectrum award.
In addition, the DEA drafted a 5G Action Plan that outlines its intention to conduct tenders for
spectrum in the 26GHz bands. There are several other mmWave bands identified for 5G use by
WRC-19, for which future uses should also be considered, such as 37–43.5GHz and 66–71GHz (with
some additional bands identified for 5G use outside Europe), 16 as discussed in Section 3.3.
Although demand for MBB services, and hence the need for additional mobile spectrum, is certain to
grow substantially in the coming years, the amount of additional spectrum per network is uncertain.
This is both due to the uncertainty in how fast data traffic will grow, but also due to uncertainty related
to technological developments, such as precisely how mmWave bands will be used within mobile
networks and the extent to which these bands will provide capacity offload from lower mobile bands,
as we discuss in the next sub-section.
14

TT-Netavaerket is a joint venture between Telia and Telenor to operate a shared network with spectrum
pooling.

15

Note that all operators also hold 5MHz of 2.1GHz TDD spectrum, which is not shown here due to the lack of
international use of this band.

16

See https://news.itu.int/wrc-19-agrees-to-identify-new-frequency-bands-for-5g/
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Finally, we note that spectrum in the 450MHz band was re-awarded to Net1 in June 2020 for the
provision of IoT/machine-to-machine (M2M) and wireless broadband services. The operator runs a
4G 450MHz network that covers 98% of the Danish population and aims to provide M2M/IoT
connectivity services.
Technology and equipment trends
5G is the main technological development foreseen in the mobile sector that is having a significant
impact on the demand for spectrum and requirements for access to new frequency bands in the
mobile industry. 5G combines a new radio interface using a wide range of different spectrum bands,
and a new architecture for mobile networks (virtualised core and potentially virtual RAN) with a
change in architecture, towards more densely deployed cells.
New technologies are emerging from 5G standards development, supporting the deployment of 5G
networks, such as carrier aggregation techniques, network slicing, massive multiple input, multiple
output (MIMO) technology, full duplexing, edge computing, etc.
Initial 5G radio technology specifications have been developed by the mobile industry in the 3GPP’s
Release 15 standards. 3GPP Release 16 specifications are expected to define several enhancements
to the 5G radio interface, such as in relation to location and positioning, dual connectivity, mobility,
power consumption, interference management and device performance. These technology
developments will build on the New Radio (NR) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) waveform, and will improve 5G performance for enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB).
The evolution of 5G antennas through the use of MIMO enhancement will be instrumental in
improving 5G spectral efficiency, and industry standardisation efforts seem to be moving away from
multiplexing, coding and modulation towards improving antenna techniques and using larger carrier
sizes in 3GPP Release 16. The main ways that 5G technology will deliver significant improvements
in spectral efficiency compared to 4G is through the use of technologies such as massive MIMO and
larger bandwidths. 5G bands will therefore need to provide enough capacity through allocation of
larger channels suitable for 5G-NR, combined with massive MIMO antennas.
Operators Telia, Telenor and Hi3G have announced that they will start phasing out their 3G
networks. Hi3G will be phasing out its 3G network in 2020 and will start by allocating 2×5MHz of
the 2.1GHz band to 4G, 17 while Telia and Telenor will start shutting down their shared 3G network
in 2021. 18 In the short term, the migration from 4G use to 5G will depend on the range of available
handsets that are compatible with 5G; although device choice was initially limited, a number of 5Genabled smartphone devices are now available.
The launch of 5G networks is expected to represent a major step towards a full digital transformation
in mobile networks. Many governments and regulators around the world consider 5G to be at the
17

See https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/02/03/3-denmark-to-start-phasing-out-3g-in-2020/

18

See https://www.telecomtv.com/content/5g/telia-telenor-to-close-denmark-3g-network-to-build-5g-soon-ish38058/
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core of the digitisation of society and the economy. 19 Indeed, thanks to its very high data speeds,
reliable network availability and low-latency communication, 5G will not only improve MBB
services but is also expected to support a wealth of new solutions and services, including climate
change mitigation solutions. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5, which shows an example of a smart
city, where 5G technology might help to deliver new and/or improved services.
Figure 3.5: Overview of 5G-enabled digitalisation in a smart-city environment [Source: Analysys Mason,
2020]

Other short- to medium-term technology developments in the mobile industry could include the use
of low-altitude platforms or drones in communications – for example, the use of drones under the
control of mobile networks.
It is also possible that the latest mobile technologies, 4G or 5G, might be deployed to provide
dedicated networks, such as those for public protection and disaster relief, but also for other sectors
such as railways. This was a topic at WRC-19 as part of agenda item 1.11.
Another application for 5G technology is “self-backhaul’ within the network. This would allow
networks to use the same infrastructure and spectrum resources, potentially increasing spectrum
efficiency, for both access and backhaul, which could reduce dependence on fixed links for
backhauling.
For a technically efficient deployment (i.e. making use of wide contiguous blocks of spectrum), the
applications and services that are expected to be made available through 5G will require the use of
bands in different frequency ranges. 5G networks will use low-range frequency bands (such as
existing mobile bands at 700MHz and 800MHz) for coverage, but will rely on mid-range frequency
bands (e.g. 3.4–3.8GHz) to provide sufficient wide-area capacity. In addition, high-frequency bands
19

Unlocking digital opportunities with 5G: a GCC outlook, Analysys Mason Research, October 2018.
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(e.g. 26GHz) are expected to provide very large contiguous bandwidths to meet demand for high
broadband speeds in localised areas.
Finally, there has been significant interest in the use of unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) (including
drones) in recent years, and ‘cellular drones’ seems to be a market that several mobile network
operators (MNOs) in Europe and internationally are seeking to develop. From a spectrum
perspective, cellular drones could potentially use mobile spectrum to provide ‘command and nonpayload communication’ (CNPC) from drones – or to provide purely payload communications, with
the command function provided via other spectrum or technology (i.e. payload communications
would refer to mobile networks providing capacity for delivery of speech, data and/or video traffic
from drones). The ‘air-to-ground’ use of mobile frequencies is a topic that is currently attracting
some debate between regulators and the mobile industry.
Summary
•

5G is the main technological development which is significantly affecting the demand for
spectrum from the mobile industry.

•

It is expected that demand for better and faster mobile connectivity will continue to grow as well as
the use of data-intensive applications, driving significant increases in data consumption per user.

•

In terms of spectrum, the European 5G Action Plan (5GAP) 20 identifies 5G pioneer bands in
Europe to be the 700MHz band, 3.4–3.8GHz and 26GHz. From existing 5G deployments there
is general consensus that 5G networks will require:
–

low-band UHF frequency bands for coverage, including existing bands used for 2G, 3G and
4G mobile use below 3GHz as well as the 700MHz band (already available in Denmark)

–

mid-band spectrum between 2GHz and 6GHz (starting with 3.4–3.8GHz but also considering
other bands at higher frequencies such as 3.8–4.2GHz) to provide new 5G services

–

mmWave frequency bands to provide the very large bandwidths needed to deliver highspeed MBB services in localised areas where traffic demand is very high; these could
include several bands above 24.25GHz, including 28GHz and 39GHz, but the initial focus
in Europe (including Denmark) will be on spectrum around 26GHz.

•

Exactly how much additional spectrum will be required to provide mobile services in Denmark
over the next ten to twenty years is uncertain, due to uncertainty in both the demand and
technology trends driving this requirement.

•

However, the definition of ‘5G mid-band’ spectrum might potentially expand in the near future to
include other spectrum bands above 6GHz, but below 24GHz; for example the mobile industry is
currently pushing for access to the upper 6GHz band, as discussed further in Section 3.3.

20

See https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/5g-europe-action-plan
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•

The DEA is ensuring operators have the required spectrum to deploy 5G networks through the
Danish 5G Action Plan. 21

•

Through the ongoing evolution of 5G deployment, 5G is expected to support a wealth of new
solutions and services, including 5G-based IoT applications for urban innovation,
transportation, industrial automation, ports and airports, etc.

3.2.2 Private networks
Service and demand trends
Many private enterprise and industrial firms are undergoing process digitisation and/or digital
transformation to improve operations, automate processes, optimise production lines and improve
efficiency. This digital transformation is expected to deliver productivity benefits, boosting national
economies, as well as potentially enabling high-carbon, high-energy processes to be optimised,
providing environmental and societal benefit.
Some enterprises have chosen to collaborate with MNOs to address their advanced connectivity
needs which include capabilities such as:
•
•
•
•

mobile and wireless broadband networking (local and wide area)
cloud-based connectivity solutions
security, device and application management
data analytics.

In Denmark, all MNOs already offer different IoT solutions to specific verticals utilising
technologies including narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) on 4G networks.
Some enterprises in some markets have chosen to lease spectrum from MNOs locally and manage the
spectrum themselves using so-called private networks. These privately operated wireless networks might
use several alternative technologies, including LTE, and/or 5G, depending on spectrum availability.
Mobile vendors, such as Nokia, already offer ‘industrial grade’ private network solutions using LTE
technology. The potential demand for private 5G networks emerging for specific enterprise/industrial
use is likely to be market specific and to some extent will depend on whether commercial 5G networks
are available in different markets meeting specific enterprise and industrial needs.
There are a number of service aspects that local industrial users would seek from future 5G networks,
through a private or public network arrangement. Figure 3.6 shows how these needs can be fulfilled
by private networks vs. public networks.

21

See https://ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Tele/5g_action_plan_for_denmark.pdf
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Figure 3.6: Service aspects desired by local enterprises and the level to which they can be addressed
by private networks and by public mobile networks [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
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The likely demand for private networks, compared to using a public mobile network, needs to be
considered when deciding whether to assign specific spectrum for private 5G use. Where selected
other European regulators have considered making specific 5G private network assignments, several
band options have been considered for this, primarily:
•
•
•
•

the 3.5GHz band
spectrum above 3.5GHz (e.g. 3.8–4.2GHz)
spectrum in mmWave bands such as 26GHz and/or in licence-exempt bands including new
bands such as 66GHz
parts of lower-frequency bands if not used by public mobile networks, such as parts of
the1800MHz or 2.3GHz bands.

Technology and equipment trends
5G can enhance 4G network capability and the technology trends of virtualisation, automation and
service orchestration will provide particular benefits for enterprise and industrial 5G users through
supporting diverse and mission-critical connectivity needs.
As discussed above, mobile vendors are already able to offer ‘industrial grade’ private network
solutions using LTE technology. Indeed, Nokia states a major benefit of using LTE compared to
low-powered technologies in unlicensed spectrum is that LTE offers “standards-based technology
using dedicated licensed spectrum”. 22
At the same time, operators in Denmark have developed NB-IoT solutions that they can offer to
enterprises using their existing 4G networks deployed in licensed bands:
•

TDC has been undertaking network updates and commercial roll-outs of 5G in partnership with
Ericsson as part of its ‘Digital Denmark’ initiative, which includes helping enterprises and
industries of all sizes in Denmark to have access to value-add IoT and Industry 4.0 opportunities.

•

Additionally, TDC has piloted a number of different use cases for NB-IoT connectivity in
Denmark since 2017, using NB-IoT-enabled base stations in Copenhagen operating in the
800MHz guard band. Use cases include air pollution sensors, watches for healthcare monitoring,
water and heating meters, and waste management.

•

Telia also began offering commercial NB-IoT services in 2018 through its upgraded 4G network.

•

Telenor completed a nationwide NB-IoT and LTE-M network deployment across over
2000 base station. Telenor had tested LTE-M and NB-IoT functionality on various devices in
co-operation with major business customers.

•

Hi3G has also launched IoT services aimed at enabling B2B users to get hands-on experience
with the technology and begin to experience the opportunities.

22

See https://onestore.nokia.com/asset/201456
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Summary
•

Due to increased process digitisation, enterprises and industrial firms have increasing
connectivity needs:
–

some enterprises have chosen to collaborate with MNOs to use public mobile networks,
which may be more customisable using 5G network slicing

–

other enterprises could consider leasing spectrum, from MNOs or from regulators, locally
and manage the spectrum themselves using so-called private networks, where spectrum
licensing allows this such as in the UK

•

While private networks can give the users more flexibility and may be more customisable to
specific coverage and/or service needs, working directly with MNOs allows enterprises to have
access to the MNOs’ expertise, which might lead to better cost efficiency taking account of the
total cost of ownership of a private network.

•

The propensity for enterprises to choose between building a private network and using services
from MNOs will be market and sector specific. Since all operators in Denmark offer different
types of NB-IoT solutions, these existing solution could be seen as the easy and fastest option
for a lot of enterprises in the short term, enabling a smooth evolution to 5G-based services once
available.

•

Standardisation of network equipment and devices means that private networks are most likely
to demand spectrum in the same bands as public mobile networks, hence there is a tension
between MNOs and enterprises over future spectrum assignments in these bands.

3.2.3 Fixed services
Service and demand trends
The major users of spectrum for fixed services in Denmark are the nationwide MNOs, which use
these bands for fixed links, primarily for backhaul and resilience purposes in public cellular (IMT)
networks. As the volume of data traffic carried by mobile networks rises, there is a need for larger
fixed-link channel bandwidths (e.g. 50MHz, 100MHz or more) to provide increased backhaul
capacity.
Other potential users of fixed services are the energy and utilities sectors in Denmark, for activities
such as carrying data to monitor water or energy distribution equipment, gas compressors, pumping
stations and sewage treatment plants.
Internationally, 5G is expected to drive further demand from MNOs for fixed-link spectrum, as the
requirement for data capacity increases (e.g. to provide high-capacity backhaul connectivity for
higher capacity macro cells and small cells). This will require larger channel bandwidths to be
available for fixed-link use, in order to provide these higher-capacity links. At the same time, the
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length of the required backhaul links may reduce, as mobile networks densify. Both of these trends
point towards higher-frequency spectrum becoming more useful to meet this demand.
Although MNOs have used fixed links for mobile network backhaul, they are also increasingly
investing in fibre networks for high-capacity links. This becomes easier as the footprint of fibre for
fixed broadband services grows. This growth is highlighted by the fact that the total number of
FTTP/B connections surpassed that of DSL and cable modem in Denmark in 2019.
Fibre connectivity will remain the first choice for mobile backhaul from most mobile sites where it
is cost effective and available. However, in areas where fibre links are not yet available or are
expensive to install, wireless fixed links will continue to play an important role. Indeed, wireless
fixed links typically enable more rapid deployment and so can provide a temporary solution until a
fibre link is available. Fixed links can also provide a back-up (resilient) connection where resilient
communications is needed. However, the increasing availability of fibre is likely to shift the use of
fixed links more towards the more rural areas covered by mobile networks. We discuss the profile
of future demand for fixed links vs. fibre for backhaul in more detail in Section 4.
Demand for fixed links is also changing in other sectors, with utility companies adopting new
technologies such as smart grids and shifting from centralised to more distributed systems. Such
systems are supporting the development of innovative urban services and smarter cities. Some
industries, such as the financial sector, are increasingly demanding fixed-wireless links with low
latency, for real-time financial trading.
A number of bands previously available for fixed use have been reallocated to public mobile, or a
change of use to public mobile is planned. One imminent change being planned is that the DEA has
indicated that parts of the 26GHz band is to be made available for mobile use in Denmark.
Additionally, other bands such as 37–43.5GHz and 47.2–50.2GHz were identified for mobile use at
WRC-19. A change in the allocation of these bands to public mobile services would reduce the
availability of spectrum for fixed links in these bands.
Technology and equipment trends
There are several international technological trends relevant to fixed radio systems:
•

Higher-capacity provision is a key trend, with increasing demand for higher-frequency bands.
It is noted that demand for higher-capacity provision in bands such as 50–65GHz and 70–80GHz
will increase. At present, a relatively small number of fixed links use spectrum above 37GHz in
Denmark. The majority of links are issued in the 17GHz and 22GHz bands currently, but we
would expect use of higher-frequency bands to increase in the medium term, in line with trends
in other advanced markets.

•

Internationally, there have been various technological developments related to the use of the
60GHz band for point-to-multipoint (PMP) and mesh topologies (e.g. WiGig-type deployments)
and good availability of E band fixed-link technology to use spectrum in the 70–80GHz band.
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•

In future, it is likely to be necessary to consider using higher bands for fixed links (e.g. 92–
95GHz and above) to meet capacity requirements, and there is evidence of major vendors
developing technologies in these bands. 23 ITU recommendations (F.2004) already cover the 92–
95GHz band. 24 Higher bands such as 95–114.5GHz and 130–174.8GHz are being studied by
the ITU working party 5A 25 as well as CEPT. 26 WRC-19, as part of agenda item 1.15,
considered “identification of frequency bands for use by administrations for the land-mobile and
fixed services applications operating in the frequency range 275–450GHz”. 27

As mobile networks are expected to provide considerably higher data throughputs to end users in
future, small-cell deployments are widely expected alongside increased macro-cell capacity. This
will potentially have a significant impact on backhaul capacity requirements in both existing and
new (higher) fixed-link bands.
On the other hand, as discussed in the previous section, 5G “self-backhaul’ could reduce dependence
on fixed links for backhauling and therefore lead to a reduction in demand for fixed links for network
backhauling.
Higher-capacity backhaul provision will be a key requirement in urban areas, which implies there
could be increased demand for bands well suited to providing high-capacity, short-hop links.
Technological evolution and the availability of wide channel bandwidths at higher frequencies have
created the possibility of using frequency bands in the 40–70GHz band (V-band), 60–90GHz band
(E-band), 75–110GHz band (W-band) and 110–170GHz band (D-band) for the future needs of
backhaul networks, as they have the potential to provide multi-Gbit/s channels. For example, MNOs
can use the V-band and E-band for 5G base stations.
Internationally, we note that there is increasing take-up of 60GHz, with technologies such as
‘WiGig’ being trialled and used in some markets. WiGig is an evolution of Wi-Fi which is
standardised in the 57–71GHz band. It delivers extremely high-speed, high-capacity services, but
over a short range. 28 WiGig technology has already been trialled in the UK in the context of trackto-train systems. The technology has also been trialled by equipment providers such as Nokia as a
way to bring gigabit services to customers without requiring fibre all the way to the premises. 29 In

23

See https://www.ericsson.com/en/ericsson-technology-review/archive/2017/microwave-backhaulevolution-reaching-beyond-100ghz

24

See https://www.itu.int/dms_pubrec/itu-r/rec/f/R-REC-F.2004-0-201203-I!!PDF-E.pdf

25

See https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5a/Pages/default.aspx

26

See https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/6fd0de6b-f796/ECCRep173.PDF

27

See https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rcpm/Pages/wrc-19-studies.aspx

28

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/135362/supporting-role-wireless-innovationuk-industry.pdf

29

See https://www.nokia.com/about-us/news/releases/2017/10/16/nokia-demonstrates-first-pon-solutionwith-integrated-wireless-drop-alternative/
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Denmark, the 57–71GHz band is already available on a general authorisation basis for RLANrelated applications and allows for the use of WiGig technology. 30
Another technology which has gained traction in recent years is free space optical technology (FSO).
FSO technology has a wide range of applications and has the potential to complement and integrate
with 5G networks. An increase in take-up of FSO technology could lead to a reduction in demand
for short-hop fixed links.
Given the varying characteristics of the frequency bands used for fixed services, different scenarios
might be foreseen for each band, including macrocell and small-cell backhaul, fronthaul
applications, line of sight (LOS), and possibly near line of sight (NLOS) in the future.
Summary
•

MNOs are the main users of fixed services in Denmark, mainly using point-to-point (PTP) links
for mobile backhaul.

•

There is growing demand for capacity, which will require larger bandwidths to be available for
fixed-link use in mobile backhaul. These high-capacity links might be deployed over relatively
short distances (e.g. to connect small cells in a mobile network). High-frequency spectrum is
ideal for this use.

•

The development of fibre networks is having an impact on the architecture of mobile networks,
which is affecting the demand for fixed links, and may lead to reduced demand in areas with
high-quality fibre deployments.

•

Demand from other private-sector users also has the potential to grow, with utility companies
using new technologies such as smart grids and shifting from centralised to more distributed
systems.

•

Internationally, the spectrum allocated to fixed services is increasingly being considered for
other uses, including public mobile for 5G and for sharing with other technologies such as highaltitude platforms (HAPS).

•

Regulators worldwide are considering alternative bands for fixed services, particularly very
high-frequency bands which are suitable for new technologies to meet capacity requirements,
such as the 92–95GHz, 95–114.5GHz and 130–174.8GHz bands as well as bands in the
frequency range 275–450GHz.

30

In accordance with ERC/REC 70-03 + (EU) 2019/1345.
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3.2.4 PMSE
Service and demand trends
The availability of spectrum for PMSE use has become increasingly important due to the rise in the
number, quality and scale of live and entertainment events.
In the audio PMSE sector, there has been a gradual migration towards use of digital wireless
microphones rather than traditional analogue equipment. Such digital equipment can operate in
several bands, including different parts of UHF spectrum (e.g. below and above 600MHz).
As regards video PMSE equipment, programme makers are increasingly using wireless cameras to
improve the coverage, quality and variety of their content, as well as other types of equipment for
camera control, such as wireless telemetry. Theses uses are also expected to increase the demand for
spectrum for PMSE purposes.
Another possible growth area is in content delivery, with migration towards higher-definition (HD)
and ultra-high definition (UHD) formats, which requires larger bandwidth channels to support the
increased data rates that these technologies are capable of delivering.
Audio PMSE typically uses spectrum below 1GHz. The re-allocation of the 700MHz and 800MHz
bands to public mobile use has reduced the amount of spectrum available for audio PMSE use. As
a result, audio PMSE users are having to explore alternative options to mitigate the effect of this
reduction in spectrum, including use of UHF spectrum below 694MHz (for which there is still high
demand) and alternative spectrum around 1800MHz (e.g. 1785–1805MHz). Some PMSE users are
making use of commercial mobile and wireless technologies for audio and video use – for example,
some PMSE users make use of DECT technology in the 1880–1900MHz band. 5G mobile
technology might be used for PMSE audio and video purposes in the future.
Some European regulators, such as Ofcom in the UK, have proposed alternative solutions for audio
PMSE (such as allowing access to the 960–1164MHz band). However, although the viability of
audio PMSE has been demonstrated in other bands (such as those proposed by Ofcom), there is still
a lack of equipment that can operate in these alternative bands.
In Denmark, most wireless microphones can be used without a licence and operate mostly in the
470–694MHz band. There are currently 124 active PMSE licences issued by the DEA. Figure 3.7
shows the number of licences issued for different types of PMSE licences in each year since 2005.
The data shows that in the last two years a larger number of licences have been issued for video and
audio transmission as well as seven wireless microphone licences issued to broadcaster DR in
frequencies between 138MHz and 143.6MHz.
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Figure 3.7: Number of PMSE licences issued in each year [Source: DEA data, 2020]
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In its spectrum strategy 2016 (updated 2018), the DEA notes that although it concluded in 2018 that
wireless microphones should have sufficient spectrum available, it will investigate the possibilities
of introducing wireless microphones in parts of the 1350–1400MHz band. We understand that the
DEA is considering the possibility of audio PMSE use in white space within VHF Band III (174–
240MHz) with PMSE users, even though the demand is not evident. This may support the conclusion
that current spectrum availability is sufficient.
The currently licensed video transmission links are issued for the frequencies between 2.01–
2.11GHz and 2.2–2.28GHz, as shown in Figure 3.8. Licences for video transmission allow users to
use spectrum in both bands, and users are required to coordinate their use according to a defined
channel raster. The 2280–2290MHz band is used for audio transmission according to the channel
raster. A total of 65 video transmission licences were issued in 2018 and 2019, 68 of which were of
short duration. Wireless cameras are often used during special events, which can lead to a surge in
demand for licences during large events. The DEA notes that, during certain events, co-ordination
between a large number of users can be difficult and frequencies outside the allocated frequency
bands can be used temporarily. Therefore, in line with CEPT’s recommendations, the DEA is
considering the possibility of introducing wireless cameras in parts of the 2700–2900MHz band.
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Figure 3.8: Number of licences currently valid, issued in each frequency band per type of licence
[Source: DEA data, 2020]
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Figure 3.9 shows the licences issued in 2019, including the ones that have now expired. Fourteen
licences were issued for a very short time in the 5925–6700MHz and 6700–7075MHz bands with
transmission frequencies from 6625MHz to 6845MHz. The allocation of these bands to Wi-Fi or to
public mobile would limit spectrum availability for video transmission. There is however, other
spectrum identified for video PMSE use at a European level, although subject to national
availability, in higher bands such as the 10–10.68GHz (to be studied at WRC-23 for public mobile),
21.2–21.4GHz, 22.55–23.15GHz, 24.25–24.5GHz, 47.2–48.54GHz and 49.44–50.2GHz. 31

31

According to ERC / REC 25-10 on ENG / OB, wireless cameras and temporary point-to-point video
connections can be used in these bands.
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Figure 3.9: Number of licences issued in 2019 (expired and valid) in each frequency band per type of
licence 32 [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
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Technology and equipment trends
As discussed above, the increase in the complexity, scale and quality of productions drives the
demand for PMSE spectrum. Several technological developments can help to mitigate the growth in
demand for spectrum for PMSE purposes:
•

More efficient video compression coding techniques can reduce spectrum demand stemming
from requirements for larger bandwidth channels.

•

The introduction of digital PMSE equipment can be more spectrally efficient than analogue
equipment, which can also reduce spectrum demand. For example, some studies have suggested
only one analogue PMSE channel can be accommodated per 1MHz of spectrum, whereas digital
equivalents can fit between two and eight channels per 1MHz. In addition, digital equipment is
more linear, and less susceptible to reverse intermodulation distortion of the transmitter,
allowing for denser channel packing using adjacent channels.

•

There is wireless camera equipment that can operate at higher frequencies (in the 7GHz band,
for example), enabling PMSE video applications to take advantage of the high frequencies to
which PMSE already has access.

•

There has also been interest in using 5G technology for audio and video PMSE use. 5G features
such as low latency might make it possible to provide the required level of audio and video QoS.
A number of research projects are exploring the technical and economic feasibility of using
4G+/5G for PMSE such as the PMSE-xG project, 33 the live interactive PMSE services (LIPS)

32

This chart excludes licences that have been used for less than a month.

33

A project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital: see http://pmse-xg.researchproject.de/
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project 34 and the Horizon 2020 Programme. 35 Using 5G networks for PMSE services would
have an impact on the demand for dedicated PMSE spectrum.
Summary
•

Audio and video PMSE are important for the smooth running of small and major events taking
place in Denmark. The rise in the quantity, quality and scale of such events is driving the demand
for PMSE spectrum.

•

Technological developments are enabling equipment to use spectrum more efficiently (e.g.
video compression, digital audio and video PMSE equipment) and use of higher-spectrum
frequencies, where practical, such as wireless cameras operating in the 7GHz band.

•

In order to mitigate co-ordination problems during large events, the DEA is considering the
possibility of introducing wireless cameras in parts of the 2700–2900MHz band.

•

The potential use of 5G technology to support PMSE services could in the long term reduce the
demand for dedicated spectrum for audio and video PMSE providing that 5G technology can be
demonstrated to meet the QoS requirements for live programme making

3.2.5 Satellite services
Service and demand trends
► Commercial satellite services
Satellite networks provide an important role in the communications market for international delivery
of broadband services, video (e.g. satellite TV) and other data services. Satellite services can be used
directly by consumers, such as direct-to-home satellite TV services or satellite broadband
connections. Worldwide, telecommunications providers such as fixed and mobile network operators,
and broadcasters, also make extensive use of satellite networks for transmission and backhauling of
data and video traffic.
Demand for the use of 37.5–51.4GHz (Q/V bands) for satellite services is also a topic that is
attracting international debate. These bands are of interest for services to user terminals (including
mobile) and could also be attractive for aircraft communications. Planned uses for these bands
include non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) systems (e.g. where link budgets allow), and also
geosynchronous orbit (GSO) systems for aircraft ESIM terminals.

34

See http://www.lips-project.de/

35

See https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/2018-2020/main/h2020-wp1820leit-ict_en.pdf
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The TV market in Denmark is well developed as over 84% of households subscribe to pay-TV
services. 36 Satellite TV is not very popular in Denmark, representing only 9.5% of all pay-TV
connections in the country in 2019. 37 Only the IPTV and the small pay-DTT sectors are expected to
grow slightly over the next few years, with cable and satellite subscription households declining at
CAGRs of –0.8% and –1.3% respectively.
Another use case of satellites is to provide MBB on ships, and in particular cruise ships. The
development of satellites for MBB on cruise ships has been driven by the demand from passengers
who consider having access to mobile services and applications as a necessity. 38 This has prompted
investment in high-throughput very small-aperture terminals (VSATs) in order to provide onboard
internet for passengers.
In Denmark, satellite Earth stations are mostly licence exempt. Licences are only issued when a
higher effective radiated power (EIRP) is needed. 39 There are currently 35 active licences in
Denmark, of which 21 have been issued since 2017, as shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Satellite earth station licences issued in each year [Source: DEA data, 2020]
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36

PwC Global Entertainment & Media Outlook 2019–2023, Denmark.

37

Analysys Mason Research.

38

See https://www.ses.com/networks/signature-solutions/signature-maritime/connected-cruises,
https://www.rivieramm.com/opinion/opinion/passenger-demand-drives-investment-in-connectivity-andbroadband-21701

39

As noted by the DEA in its response to our data request.
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The satellite licences are distributed over a range of frequency bands, as shown in Figure 3.11, with
satellite news gathering (SNG) and VSAT Earth station licences issued only in the 14–14.5GHz
band.
Figure 3.11: Number of licences currently valid, issued in each frequency band per type of licence
[Source: DEA data, 2020]
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► Earth exploration satellite services
Another key aspect of satellite services is their role in climate change mitigation. Satellite
measurements of different variables such as the Earth’s temperature, greenhouse gas emissions, sea
levels, atmospheric gases, ice sheets, forest cover, etc, are essential for improving the understanding
of climate change and predicting the future of the Earth.
New technologies such as miniaturisation of sensors, high-speed data transfer, and upgraded storage
capabilities have made satellites an essential part of the fight against climate change. The precise
data and other inputs provided by satellites is integral to the work of environmentalists and scientists
and enables them to understand, analyse and forecast the effects of climate change, which then
enables policy makers to put together effective strategies.
Multiple organisations such as the European Space agency (ESA), the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
are using satellites to monitor ocean conditions, clouds, temperature, sea levels and heat content, in
order to collect data on how fast climate change is advancing and how fast the Earth’s temperature
is changing.
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As part of its Earth Science Mission, NASA has an array of satellites that collect data, from satellite
Aura which measures ozone, and traces gases and aerosols, to ICESat-2, which measures ice-sheet
elevation, sea-ice thickness and tree-canopy height. 40
The ESA has initiated the climate change initiative, which aims to monitor essential climate
variables to provide “an adequate, comprehensive, and timely response to the extremely challenging
set of requirements for (highly stable) long-term satellite-based products for climate, that have been
addressed to Space Agencies via the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and the Committee
on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS)”. 41
The DEA does not issue licences for EESS; the bands used by these services follow the ITU
allocation.
Technology and equipment trends
In the Ka-band (26.5–40GHz), both GSO and NGSO services are being deployed globally. It is
increasingly common for a combination of GSO and NGSO satellite systems to use the same band,
with the resulting co-ordination requirements being managed via the ITU.
In terms of making efficient use of spectrum and improving service delivery, high-throughput
satellite (HTS) technology is regarded as one of the most significant recent developments in satellite
communications. HTS involves the use of multiple spot beams, a high level of frequency reuse and
advanced coding techniques.
Substantial progress is also being made in developing smaller and more economical satellites and
ground-station antennas, which tend to be a lot faster and less expensive to produce and launch than
previous satellites. Recent years have seen the emergence of constellations of low Earth orbit (LEO)
NGSO systems, designed to deliver broadband connectivity. In addition, since LEO satellites are
closer to the ground and offer lower latency than earlier satellite technologies. Companies such as
OneWeb and SpaceX are deploying a large number of LEO satellites, with the aim of providing lowlatency broadband.
As discussed in the previous section, satellite services have become an integral part of global work
on climate change mitigation. Different types of instruments are used to measure key variables. For
example, satellite radar altimetry can give precise data on sea levels. Satellites are also used to
measure atmospheric chemical composition and greenhouses gases.
New-generation satellites have enhanced optical and temporal resolutions that have improved
weather forecasting, climate modelling and the ability to obtain real-time details. A number of new
satellite missions are expected to be launched in the next few years, such as EUMETSAT’s next
generation of polar-orbiting satellites (EPS-SG), which will collect meteorological observations
40

See https://www.thalesgroup.com/en/worldwide/space/news/climate-change-satellites

41

See
https://www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/Space_for_our_climate/ESA_s_Climate_Change_Initiative
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from the polar orbit 42 or the Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) which will provide imaging
services. 43
HAPS are also being investigated as a possible mechanism for delivering connectivity to remote
areas worldwide, although demand from rural regions in Denmark is considered to be relatively
unlikely.
The prospect of using satellites within a 5G ecosystem is being considered, but current satellite
technology is not yet capable of providing multiple gigabits per second of data throughput, or latency
of less than 1 millisecond. 44 However, LEO satellites do have the potential to provide backhaul for
5G networks.
Satellite technology can be applied to IoT, particularly for devices in locations that are not covered
by terrestrial networks.
Studies are also underway within the ITU into new forms of operation, such as ‘Earth stations on mobile
platforms’ and Earth Stations in Motion (ESIM), which have implications for frequency co-ordination
within the bands in question (i.e. portions of the 26.5–40GHz band (Ka-band), around 28GHz).
A number of topics in relation to satellite services were considered at WRC-19, as discussed in
Section 3.3.
Summary
•

Although worldwide, demand for spectrum for commercial satellite services is expected to
continue to grow to ensure broad connectivity and service continuity, particularly in rural and
remote regions, in Denmark we expect the use of satellite services to remain limited due to the
extensive mobile and fixed networks deployed in the country which fulfil the connectivity needs
for public and private users alike.

•

Worldwide, 5G services could drive future demand from MNOs for commercial satellite
connectivity, such as to provide backhaul connectivity for rural macro-cells or for small cells, or
for connectivity in remote areas, although this application is limited in Denmark, as noted above.

•

Earth exploration satellite services are playing a major role in climate change mitigation as
satellite measurements of different variables are essential for improving the understanding of
climate change and predicting the future of the Earth, and this sector includes several EU-funded
projects, potentially supporting the European Green Deal.

42

See
https://www.eumetsat.int/website/home/Satellites/FutureSatellites/EUMETSATPolarSystemSecondGenera
tion/index.html

43

See https://www.eumetsat.int/website/home/Satellites/FutureSatellites/MeteosatThirdGeneration/index.html

44

See https://news.itu.int/satellite-communications-trends/
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•

Technological advances in the satellite industry, such as small satellites might make satellite
connectivity cheaper, faster to deploy and more attractive due to lower latency, but these
satellites still require considerable investment to launch new services.

•

Internationally, spectrum allocated to satellite services is increasingly being re-allocated for use
by 5G, such as spectrum in the 3.4–3.8GHz and in the 28GHz band in some markets (though
not in Europe), which puts pressure on the amount of spectrum available for satellite services. 45

•

HAPS are also being considered as a possible mechanism for delivering connectivity to remote
areas worldwide.

•

A number of bands were identified at WRC-19 for use by NGSO systems, under certain
conditions, including the 137–138MHz and 148–149.9MHz bands as well as frequencies
between 37.5GHz and 51.4GHz:
–

the 17.7–19.7GHz and 27.5–29.5GHz can be used by ESIM communicating with GSO
space stations in the FSS, under certain conditions

–

new primary allocation for the FSS (Earth to space) in the 51.4–52.4GHz band.

3.2.6 PMR/LMR
Service and demand trends
Businesses across the globe are engaging in the digital revolution and are increasing their use of
data-rich applications for productivity, operational and efficiency reasons. However, to a significant
extent, this influx in data traffic is increasingly being met by using commercial public mobile
networks, and could potentially also be served by private LTE networks in the future.
Nevertheless, PMR (or LMR) can be an attractive option for users looking for tailored services or
intending to have more control over the network they use. Additionally, with the growth of data
applications internationally, businesses may explore the option of LMR in order to get a more
resilient service than the public networks offer (as standard). Future transport systems could also use
LMR spectrum, both for operational use and for delivering wireless voice and data connectivity for
their users.
There are currently 9513 active LMR licences in Denmark. Demand for LMR licences appear to be
strong with more than 700 licences issued each year since 2014 and 1339 issued in 2017. The
majority of licences issued are for mobile/portable uses and base stations.

45

For example, the European Radio Spectrum Policy Group (RSPG) identified this challenge in Section 4.2 of
https://rspg-spectrum.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/RSPG18-038final-RSPG_opinion_on_WRC19.pdf
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Figure 3.12: LMR licences issued in each year [Source: DEA data, 2020]
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Most licences are issued in the 435–472MHz band (5982 licences) followed by the 148.5–255MHz
band (1906 licences), as shown in Figure 3.13.
It should be noted that the bands below 45MHz included in the analysis are generally used for
maritime-related radio services.
Figure 3.13: Number of licences issued in each frequency band per type of licence [Source: Analysys
Mason, 2020]
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Technology and equipment trends
Traditionally, the LMR sector was dominated by analogue systems (i.e. analogue LMR or MPT1327
trunked radio), with the use of digital solutions (such as digital mobile radio, or DMR and dPMR)
becoming more widespread in recent years. Enhanced modulation techniques, increased spectral
efficiency, interworking with legacy analogue and optimisation of the total cost of ownership (TCO)
are the key drivers of this migration.
Cellular technologies have also evolved to provide LMR functionality, and to provide M2M and IoT
connections. One benefit of LMR technologies traditionally has been the wide-area coverage that
can be provided via a single base station using VHF or UHF frequencies. However, cellular
technology has also been standardised to use selected UHF bands. 3GPP at its meeting “RAN 84”
has identified additional IMT bands below 500MHz, including 410–415/420–425MHz (Band 87)
and 412–417MHz and 422–427MHz (Band 88) in addition to the 450–470MHz (Bands 31, 72, 73).
Because of favourable propagation characteristics, new use cases for NB-IoT are to be expected in
this frequency range.
The ITU-R Report M.2417 provides technical and operational characteristics of land-mobile service
applications in the frequency range 275–450GHz, which was discussed at WRC-19 under agenda
item 1.15, which we expand on in Section 3.3.
Summary
•

Although the rise in data traffic is increasingly being met by commercial public mobile
networks, LMR can be an attractive option for users looking to get a more resilient service or to
cater for specific needs.

•

The development and greater take-up of digital technology in the LMR sector allows for a more
efficient use of spectrum.

•

The majority of licences issued are for mobile/portable uses and base stations in Denmark in the
435–472MHz and 148.5–255MHz bands.

•

We expect the overall demand for LMR spectrum to remain steady in Denmark. Additionally,
competing demand from other spectrum services and systems in these main bands is currently
limited in Denmark.

3.2.7 SRDs/low-power use
Service and demand trends
SRDs are low-power radio communications systems, typically operating in spectrum that is
harmonised across Europe for this purpose, and available for use on a licence-exempt basis. Their
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reduced range lowers the risk of interference with other radio services. 46 These devices are usually
mass produced and used in multiple domestic applications like alarm systems, door openers, baby
alarms, as well as for medical implants, radio frequency identification (RFID), intelligent transport
systems and local communications, and local-area networking (e.g. Wi-Fi routers). Although IoT
services can also be provided using mobile technologies, the use of SRD technology in this sector
(e.g. long range (LoRa)) is growing rapidly.
SRDs do not require a licence in Denmark and follow European harmonisation decisions. However,
the DEA has awarded a technology neutral 450MHz spectrum licence to Net 1 which focuses on
providing broadband connection for private customers as well as IoT/M2M critical communication
services 47 using LoRaWan technology and fibre. 48
► IoT forecasts
Greater adoption of IoT is expected to transform numerous industries, and will play a key role in the
development of the digital economy and the fight against climate change. Worldwide, the majority
of the M2M market currently uses SRD-based connections. 49
Cisco forecasts that M2M connections will account for more than half of global connected devices
and connections by 2022, reaching 14.6 billion. 50 In Denmark, Analysys Mason’s Research division
predicts that there will be 7.26 million wireless IoT connections by 2025, of which 4.2 million will
be supported by low-power, wide-area (LPWA) networks, as shown in Figure 3.14. 51

46

See https://www.etsi.org/technologies/radio/short-range-devices

47

See https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2020/06/17/net-1-renews-national-450mhz-licence-as-soleapplicant/

48

See https://www.net1.dk/

49

See https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Spectrum-IOT-Position-Paper.pdf

50

See Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Trends, 2017–2022 White Paper. Available at
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/whitepaper-c11-741490.html

51

According to Analysys Mason Research forecasts.
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IoT (LPWA) is expected to have an impact on numerous key industries in Denmark. As shown in
Figure 3.15, smart buildings, tracking and utilities are expected to have the most IoT connections by
2028, with 1.83 million, 1.6 million and 1.65 million connections, respectively. Moreover, total IoT value
chain revenue is forecast to exceed EUR541 million by 2028.52 The drive to modernise the cities’
infrastructure and services and reduce the carbon footprint should also lead to a demand for IoT services
in buildings and in the water and electricity supply chains, increasing the demand for suitable spectrum.
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Analysys Mason Research, revenue generated from the entire IoT value chain. Calculated as the sum of the
following revenue streams: connectivity service; communications hardware; device; hardware installation,
application; application enablement platform and systems integration.
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► Intelligent transport systems (ITSs)
ITSs form a central part of automated driving developments in the automotive industry. These are
potential low-power, short-range wireless systems that can provide vehicle-to-vehicle and/or
vehicle-to-road communications, which might use low-powered, Wi-Fi-type wireless technology
(referred to as digital short-range communications, or DSRC, or ‘ITS-G5’). One of the standards
used for DSRC/ITS-G5 is the IEEE802.11p specification. Cellular technology using LTE is also
available via the 3GPP cellular V2X specifications.
The ITS market is projected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.2% over the
period 2017–2023 worldwide, driven by the increase in demand for smart vehicles and IoT
applications. Spectrum for ITSs is identified globally in the 5.9GHz band, which we discuss further
in Section 3.3.
It is noted that an alternative to low-powered ITS technology might be to use low-powered cellular
vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) technology standardised by the 3GPP and that both options are being
pursued currently in the market (with no pan-European approach currently). Several large car
manufacturers are known to be trialling C-V2X and major global MNOs are also supporting the
development of C-V2X via associations such as the 5G Automobile Association (5GAA). C-V2X
comprises a cellular connection for vehicle-to-network connection along with low-power LTE
technology for vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-to-roadside links. The LTE-based low-power
connectivity option (called ‘PC5’ by the mobile industry) is also designed to use the 5.9GHz band,
although studies have demonstrated that traditional ITS and PC5 systems cannot share spectrum on
a co-frequency basis. 53 We discuss issues related to the 5.9GHz band further in Section 3.3.
► Other SRD use cases
SRD use is also growing in sectors other than transport, further increasing pressure on spectrum
requirements. For example, the number of SRDs for medical use is expanding rapidly as new
applications and new types of devices emerge. These devices include cardiac pacemakers, on-body
monitoring devices and therapy monitoring systems. It is estimated that patients will increasingly be
treated with on-body monitors.
Additionally, alarms (fire and smoke or social alarms for the elderly) and home automation devices
(such as shutters, curtains, electrical door locks, electrical windows, garage door and gate openers
and devices for controlling heating and lighting) are becoming increasingly popular and
sophisticated and will also require suitable spectrum to operate.
A more relevant indicator of demand for SRD spectrum is the significant proliferation of advanced
Wi-Fi-based equipment and M2M applications globally, which highlights that the number of devices
using the spectrum in the SRD bands will increase substantially as the global use of these
technologies increases.

53

See https://5gaa.org/news/an-assessment-of-lte-v2x-pc5-and-802-11p-direct-communicationstechnologies-for-improved-road-safety-in-the-eu/
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► IoT for climate change mitigation
The use of SRD technologies for sensing and the potential use of 5G capabilities in the IoT sector,
plus other innovations such as autonomous vehicles, will have an important role in reducing carbon
emissions and helping mitigate climate change through better management of energy networks and
reduced CO2 emissions (e.g. from vehicles in traffic in cities).
One of the key features offered by IoT devices is the more efficient use of resources, such as energy
and water, allowing consumers and enterprises to be more sustainable and generate less waste.
Indeed, according to the IoT World Congress, carbon dioxide emissions are estimated to drop 20%
in the next decade due to digital transformation. It is expected that thanks to remote management in
smart buildings, there can be a saving of 22% of energy, reducing carbon dioxide emissions as well
as costs. IoT technologies can be used across multiple sectors such as industries and agriculture, and
can have cumulative benefits. In agriculture, for example, using IoT sensors can help cut back water
usage which would then allow farmers to use less energy for pumps, further reducing carbon dioxide
emissions. 54
IoT is also expected to have an impact on the transport sector, helping to reduce traffic and pollution.
Indeed, the introduction of a network of sensors on streets could allow better management of traffic
and putting an end to stop-and-go traffic which leads to inefficient energy consumption; vehicle-toeverything technology could help drivers avoid traffic jams and help logistics companies optimise
their routes, which cuts fuel consumption. 55
Finally, IoT devices used to gather environmental and other sensor data will be increasingly
important to monitor and evaluate the effects of climate change to better understand how to mitigate
it. An increase in the availability of climate-related data as well as increased precision will be
important in the fight against climate change. Indeed, access to a verified and consistent source of
carbon and climate data could help advance consensus and make policy easier to design and
enforce. 56
In addition to collecting data on climate and carbon emissions, IoT technology can also help generate
data on the impact of climate change on fauna and flora, which could contribute to preserving
biodiversity. In the UK, for example, Vodafone and Defra have teamed up to trial a specialist
technology to monitor the role of trees in tackling climate change. 57, 58

54

See https://www.iotsworldcongress.com/iot-a-threat-to-climate-change/

55

See https://www.technative.io/could-iot-help-combat-climate-change/

56

See https://empoweringspaces.economist.com/the-iot-and-climate-change/

57

See https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/07/29/internet-of-things-technology-is-being-used-to-helptrees-fight-climate-change

58

See https://www.iotsworldcongress.com/iot-a-threat-to-climate-change/
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Technology and equipment trends
In accordance with the demand trends above, the main technological developments relating to the
use of SRD services are the emergence of advanced IoT and M2M functionalities.
SRDs operate in a wide variety of localised radio network applications, including RFID, personal
area networks (PAN) carried over technologies such as Bluetooth or ZigBee, and local-area
networks (LAN) carried over technologies including Wi-Fi.
IoT applications can also make use of public (or private) mobile networks, where 2G technology is
typically used for low-bandwidth applications (such as vending machines), and 3G and 4G-LTE
technology is used for high-bandwidth applications (such as streaming video). The emergence of
5G networks might also bring new business opportunities for mobile operators in the IoT sector in
future.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, all MNOs in Denmark have developed NB-IoT solutions that they
can offer to enterprises. Use cases include smart-metering solutions including water meters and
central heating meters, air pollution sensors, garbage bins and wristwatches monitoring vital health
signs.
Technological developments are enabling SRDs to better adapt to their environment by recognising
their location and other systems operating around them (e.g. the ‘listen-before-talk’ approach). This
allows the devices to identify suitable and less congested frequencies (cognitive radio and dynamic
frequency selection) or to limit the duration of the transmission (duty cycle limits). Consequently,
these technologies are allowing devices to share and use spectrum more efficiently.
Internationally, SRD spectrum tends to be harmonised across markets to allow for economies of
scale in the production of devices. Reducing equipment manufacturing costs could increase the
availability and popularity of these devices. For example, RFID devices will particularly benefit
from this move, since there are numerous applications for these devices in the various industries,
manufacturing, logistics and many applications in daily life.
The WP5A is working on a draft new report ITU-R M.[UTILITIES], which evaluates spectrum
allocation for utilities and other critical infrastructure industries that provide essential energy and
water services.
The development of ITS is also of importance and was considered at WRC-19 under agenda
item 1.11 with regard to railway radiocommunication systems and under agenda item 1.12 with
regard to harmonising frequency bands for the implementation of evolving ITSs under existing
mobile-service allocations.
Many new connected vehicles use intelligent technologies in the vehicles’ combined advanced
traffic management, advanced traveller information, advanced public transportation management
systems and/or advanced fleet management systems.
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Summary
•

UWB and SRD equipment is used for a wide range of applications from active medical implants
to automatic meter reading, wireless access systems and climate change mitigation applications.

•

SRDs, used for IoT applications, will play an important part in driving the development of the
digital economy and smart cities, among other applications.

•

The automotive, smart buildings and utilities sectors are expected to have the most IoT
connections by 2028 in Denmark.

•

Internationally, there has been a move towards increased harmonisation of SRD spectrum in
order to allow for economies of scale in the production of devices. Technologies such as Wi-Fi
are driving demand for spectrum in the 5GHz band. Studies are ongoing both in Europe and in
the USA to assess different options for additional spectrum to be available for Wi-Fi, above
5.9GHz – an issue we discuss further in Section 3.3.

3.2.8 Special services
► PPDR
Service and demand trends
PPDR networks are one of the major groups of traditional LMR users that are now migrating to use
mobile (LTE) technology in several markets, increasing the demand for mobile spectrum.
Narrowband PPDR services have traditionally been provided over networks that are government
owned private networks using dedicated spectrum in many markets, In Denmark the government
contracted Dansk Beredskabskommunikation A/S (DBK) to run the national PPDR network. 59
However, there has been a shift towards these networks being owned and operated by commercial
providers, using public networks – for example, MNOs owning and operating the networks, using
LTE technology.
There are currently two main network approaches for providing a broadband PPDR service:
•

constructing and operating a dedicated network, making use of dedicated spectrum
–

•

59

under this approach, various spectrum options could be used (each with different associated
costs and benefits)

providing the service over the public network of a commercial MNO, with suitable adaptations
made to the network to enhance coverage and resilience, and to allow for appropriate
prioritisation of traffic

See https://www.sikkerhedsnet.dk/om-sine/leverandoer/
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–

under this second approach, there may be differences in the costs different established
MNOs would incur to provide the service and there are different models for the commercial
basis on which the service is provided (e.g. through licence obligations or on a purely
market-driven basis).

A number of models have emerged for providing PPDR services across Europe:
•
•
•

Slovenia uses a hybrid MVNO solution with a combination of commercial and dedicated
networks
Sweden is likely to adopt a hybrid system (though no final decision has yet been taken on the
approach)
In the UK, EE has been awarded the management of the Emergency Service Network (ESN).

Technology and equipment trends
PPDR has stringent coverage, quality-of-service and reliability requirements, which for narrowband
voice and data use have traditionally been met through deploying a separate network using dedicated
spectrum.
Resilience is of key importance in networks for PPDR and has to exist at all levels in the network. In
addition, PPDR networks need to accommodate a number of service requirements, in particular voice
services which are a basic part of emergency communications. However, the demand for text, data,
pictures and video is expected to increase and will require sufficient capacity as well as coverage.
The spectrum for PPDR in the 700MHz band is not currently harmonised in Europe, with the ECC only
specifying a set of objectives with spectrum for PPDR in the 700MHz band described as an “option” in
the current ECC 700MHz decision.60 Hence implementation is subject to national market needs and
national decisions We therefore see a fragmented global picture in relation to spectrum for PPDR.
In Denmark, the 700MHz band, which is the primary band being considered for dedicated PPDR
networks in other countries, has been assigned to commercial MNOs except for the 733–736MHz
and 788–791MHz segments of the band. Although there is therefore an option to use this 2×3MHz
of spectrum for a dedicated PPDR network, the bandwidth offered would be very limited. As such,
in the Danish context, giving the option of providing PPDR over a commercial network is likely to
be preferable.
HAPS could be used to supplement a commercial mobile network in the provision of PPDR services,
as they can be deployed rapidly for disaster recovery communication and require little ground
network infrastructure. 61 HAPS connectivity for PPDR can offer operational flexibility and
scalability and could be especially useful in rural areas.

60

See https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/public-protection-and-disaster-relief

61

See https://www.itu.int/en/mediacentre/backgrounders/Pages/High-altitude-platform-systems.aspx
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Summary
•

The two main network approaches for providing a broadband PPDR service are a dedicated
network owned and run by government or network that is owned and operated by an MNO –
possibly with improved network resilience and/or other capabilities added to meet specific
PPDR requirements. 62

•

A number of models have emerged for providing PPDR services across Europe including
different hybrid solutions.

•

PPDR has stringent coverage, quality-of-service and reliability requirements, and PPDR
networks need to accommodate a number of service requirements.

•

In Denmark, the 700MHz band, which is the primary band being considered for dedicated PPDR
networks in other countries, has mostly been assigned to commercial MNOs with only the 733–
736MHz and 788–791MHz segments of the band remaining available, implying that the options
for providing broadband PPDR services over a commercial network or through a dedicated
network are both possible but the commercial network option appears preferable in Denmark.

•

HAPS could be used to supplement a commercial mobile network in the provision of PPDR
services, although it is not clear that there would be demand for use of HAPS in Denmark due
to the extensive existing coverage from fixed and mobile networks.

► GSM-R
Railway systems using GSM-R have typically used a 2×4MHz block of frequencies from 876–
880MHz and 921–925MHz across Europe. GSM-R technology is implemented in Denmark for
railway communication with one licence in the 876–880 and 921–925MHz bands including guard
bands. On the other hand, E-GSM-R, which has been defined for use in the 873–876MHz and 918–
921MHz bands, is not used in Denmark and the spectrum is allocated for SRDs according to
ERC/REC 70-03.
With potential demand for migration from GSM-based railway systems to use 4G/5G technology,
there is a possibility of additional spectrum being needed (e.g. for LTE roll-out for railways use in
place of GSM-R), providing additional data functionality for the railway systems.
Another possible option would be for these services to public mobile networks. The use of 5G
technology (potentially within a commercial 5G network with a dedicated network slice) would
allow railway system to benefit from the low latency offered by 5G together with highly available
connection. This option is worth considering due to the potential for further spectrum efficiency.

62

For example, the UK Emergency Services Network (ESN) uses a commercial 4G mobile network for its
terrestrial MBB coverage. We understand additional services are being planned for provision in separate
(non-MNO) frequency bands, such as a direct mode (device-to-device) communications channel and air-toground connectivity for Emergency Services helicopters.
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3.3 International developments in relation to future spectrum allocations
In this section, we consider the main changes in spectrum allocation that are expected as a result of
international decisions at the ITU-R level that are relevant to European frequency allocations.
3.3.1 World Radiocommunication Conference key developments
The most recent World Radiocommunication Conference took place in Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt, at
the end of 2019 (WRC-19) in order to revise and update the international Radio Regulations. Key
themes included spectrum for 5G, spectrum for ITSs and protection and optimisation of spectrum
used by satellite services. In this section, we cover a few of the relevant decisions taken at WRC-19
in the context of this study.
Spectrum for 5G
WRC-19 identified around 15GHz of globally harmonised mmWave spectrum for 5G, as well as
additional spectrum for 5G on a regional or country basis. Spectrum in the 26GHz, 40GHz and
66GHz ranges was identified for mobile services applicable in Europe, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

24.25–27.5GHz (global)
37–43.5GHz (global)
45.5–47GHz (mainly outside Europe)
47.2–48.2GHz (mainly outside Europe)
66–71GHz (global).

At WRC-19, new agenda items for WRC-23 were determined and include a number of studies:
•

•
•

•

to identify 3300–3400MHz (Regions 1 and 2), 3600–3800MHz (Regions 1 and 2), 6425–
7025MHz (Region 1), 7025–7125MHz (globally) and 10.0–10.5GHz (Region 2) for IMT,
including possible additional allocations to the mobile service on a primary basis
for the use of HAPS as IMT base stations (HIBS) in the mobile service in selected frequency
bands below 2.7GHz already identified for IMT, on a global or regional level
on the potential use of IMT technology for fixed wireless broadband in the frequency bands
allocated to the fixed services on a primary basis, in accordance with Resolution COM6/18
(WRC 19)
to review the spectrum use and spectrum needs of existing services in the 470–960MHz band in
Region 1, including Europe.

Spectrum for satellite services
WRC-19 also took measures to ensure appropriate protection of satellite services against harmful
interference and ensure coexistence with 5G, without limiting the opportunities and benefits of 5G
and incumbent services.
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Safeguards have been put in place for EESS as well as meteorological and other passive services in
adjacent bands, such as the space research service (SRS) to ensure that space-based monitoring of
the Earth and its atmosphere remain unhindered.
Satellite services supporting meteorology and climatology that aim to safeguard human life and
natural resources will be protected from harmful radio-frequency interference, as will systems used
by radio astronomers for deep space exploration.
A number of bands were identified for satellite services at WRC-19 while regulations were updated
for other bands, notably:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

identification of 137–138MHz and 148–149.9MHz spectrum for use by NGSO systems with
short-duration missions in the space operation service
adjustment of in-band power limits for EESS and MetSat systems in the 401–403MHz band
adjustment of in-band power limits MSS in the 399.9–400.02MHz band
updated regulatory and technical conditions under which the 17.7–19.7GHz and 27.5–29.5GHz
bands can be used by ESIM communicating with GSO space stations in the fixed-satellite
service (FSS)
use of the 37.5–42.5GHz (space to Earth), 47.2–48.9GHz, 48.9–50.2GHz and 50.4–51.4GHz
(Earth to space) bands by non-geostationary satellite systems in the FSS and 39.5–40.5GHz
(space to Earth) band by NGSO systems in the mobile-satellite service
protection of geostationary FSS, broadcasting-satellite service and mobile-satellite service
networks from the aggregate interference produced by multiple non-GSO FSS systems in the
37.5–39.5GHz, 39.5–42.5GHz, 47.2–50.2GHz and 50.4–51.4GHz bands
new primary allocation for the FSS (Earth to space) in the 51.4–52.4GHz band.

At WRC-19, new agenda items for WRC-23 were determined and include studies in relation to:
•
•

•

•
•

possible new secondary allocation to EESS for space-borne radar sounders, taking into account
the protection of incumbent services around the 45MHz band
potential new allocations to the mobile-satellite service for future development of narrowband
mobile-satellite systems in the 1695–1710MHz (Region 2), 2010–2025MHz (Region 1), 3300–
3315MHz (Region 2) and 3385–3400MHz bands (Region 2)
consideration of the appropriate regulatory actions for the provision of inter-satellite links in
specific frequency bands including in the 11.7–12.7GHz, 18.1–18.6GHz, 18.8–20.2GHz and
27.5–30GHz bands
consideration of a possible upgrade of the allocation to the space research service in the 14.8–
15.35GHz band
the development of technical, operational and regulatory measures to facilitate the use of the
17.7–18.6GHz, 18.8–19.3GHz and 19.7–20.2GHz bands as well as 27.5–29.1GHz and 29.5–
30GHz by non-GSO FSS Earth stations in motion, while ensuring due protection of existing
services
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•

consideration of possible adjustments of the existing or possible new primary frequency
allocations to EESS (passive) to ensure alignment with the latest remote-sensing observation
requirements in the 231.5–252GHz band.

Spectrum for fixed links
Some of the spectrum allocated and used by fixed services below and above 20GHz is increasingly
being considered for other uses, including public mobile 5G services and HAPS services. The
spectrum available for fixed links in some bands may become more limited as a result, which would
result in a need for fixed links to be migrated to other suitable bands.
A number of high-frequency bands were identified for fixed links and LMR at WRC-19, including
the 275–296GHz, 306–313GHz, 318–333GHz and 356–450GHz bands, while maintaining the
protection of EESS. However, equipment is not currently available commercially to use these bands.
There are also existing fixed-link bands, such as 90–100GHz, for which no equipment is currently
available. Once equipment is commercially available, the DEA should consider how to incentivise
take-up of these bands. In the meantime, it is to be expected that there will be increased demand for
existing fixed-link bands between 30GHz and 80GHz, as a result of re-allocation of key bands below
this (e.g. 26GHz), to mobile use.
Spectrum for licensed SRDs
Numerous new applications are being developed using low-power wireless technologies. In
addition, Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) technology is evolving and there is growing use of radio local area
network (RLAN), which is driving demand for SRD spectrum in the 5GHz range especially.
A number of new regulations were introduced at WRC-19, notably:
•

Usage of the 5150–5250MHz band indoors in trains and cars as well as outdoor usage to a
baseline level of up to 200mW EIRP, with an option to transmit up to 1W (30 dBm) EIRP with
a choice of three optional EIRP masks.

There was a particular focus on the harmonisation of frequency bands for evolving ITS applications
under mobile-service allocation, to facilitate connecting vehicles, improving traffic management and
assisting safe driving.
3.3.2 Key considerations in relation to future spectrum requirements in Denmark
Spectrum for public mobile usage
The development of 5G technology and the deployment of 5G networks worldwide have been the
main drivers in the change of spectrum requirements and regulations in the past few years and are
therefore a key focus area for regulators worldwide.
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Currently, the 700MHz, 3.5GHz and 26GHz bands are considered as the “pioneer” 5G bands in the
European Union.
The 5G spectrum has already been auctioned in a number of European countries. The 700MHz band
has already been auctioned in Denmark, France, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands
and Sweden, while the 3.5GHz band has already been assigned in Austria, the Czech Republic,
Finland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Spain and the United Kingdom. The 26GHz band
has so far only been auctioned in Italy and Finland.
The EU’s 5G Action Plan requires Member States to assign the 700MHz, 3.5GHz and 26GHz bands
by the end of 2020. However, due to the unprecedented circumstances caused by the Covid-19
pandemic, certain countries have decided to postpone their 5G auctions scheduled for the beginning
of 2020. 63
•

Austria (700MHz, 1500MHz and 2100MHz), France (3.5GHz), Spain (700MHz) and Portugal
(700MHz, 900MHz, 1.8GHz, 2.1GHz, 2.6GHz and 3.5GHz) have all pushed their planned 5G
spectrum auctions to a later date due to the pandemic.

•

The Czech Republic also postponed its auction, but due to other circumstances.

•

The Belgian 5G auction was also delayed, due to disagreements between federal and regional
governments. Temporary licences in the 3.5GHz band have been issued to enable an initial rollout of 5G networks

•

Hungary went ahead with its 5G spectrum auction in late March, just before lockdown
restrictions were put in place.

•

The Netherlands auctioned the 700MHz, 1400MHz and 2100MHz spectrum bands at the end of
June 2020.

•

Sweden has announced it will auction the 2.3GHz and 3.5GHz bands in November 2020.

•

In the UK, Ofcom has announced that the 5G spectrum auction including the 700MHz and 3.6–
3.8GHz bands will start in January 2021. 64

The 700MHz and 3.6GHz bands have already been widely assigned. However, high-frequency
bands are needed to meet the ultra-high broadband speeds envisioned for 5G. Currently, the 26GHz
band is being considered as one of the initially supported mmWave bands in Europe and worldwide,
but the 28GHz and 40GHz bands also have international support and momentum. 65

63

See https://5gobservatory.eu/some-european-5g-spectrum-auctions-postponed-due-to-covid-19/

64

See https://www.telecompaper.com/news/ofcom-confirms-january-2021-start-for-5g-spectrum-bidding-1348993?utm_source=headlines_-_english&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=04-082020&utm_content=textlink

65

See https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Enabling-IMT-at-WRC-19.pdf
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As mentioned above, in Europe, the 26GHz band has so far only been auctioned in Italy and Finland.
In addition, the UK regulator, Ofcom, has announced its intention to make 2.25GHz of spectrum
from 24.25–26.5GHz available on a shared basis, sharing IMT(5G) indoor use with existing fixed
wireless services and fixed satellite services using this band.
Outside Europe, Australia intends to auction the 26GHz spectrum in early 2021. 66 It is also
understood that the Chinese regulator will license spectrum for 5G use in the 26GHz band and the
regulator in Singapore is proposing use of 26GHz and 28GHz for IMT(5G). 67 The 28GHz band has
not be identified for mobile services globally; however, several countries outside of ITU Region 1
have initiated the process of releasing spectrum in the 28GHz band for IMT(5G) use (e.g. the USA,
South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore).
In the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has already auctioned three waves of
mmWave spectrum: the 28GHz band (auction 101), the 24GHz band (auction 102) and more
recently the upper 37GHz, 39GHz and 47GHz bands (auction 102).
Higher mmWave bands were also identified at WRC-19, such as the 40GHz range and the 66–
71GHz band, which are considered to already have strong multi-regional support, 68 and the FCC
has released a Further Notice of Proposed Rule Making, which considers several bands including
45.5–47.2GHz and 47.2–50.2GHz for future IMT services.
Denmark appears to be progressing in line with other European countries, having already auctioned
the 700MHz band and with plans to auction the 3.5GHz and 26GHz bands in line with its 5G action
plan. Further down the line, the DEA will also have to consider the allocation of other mmWave
bands for public mobile, in line with market demand and European guidelines.
Spectrum for RLAN applications
Another key development we would like to highlight is the growing number of applications used by
people and businesses supported by Wi-Fi technology, which is increasing demand for RLAN
spectrum. Wi-Fi technology has continued to develop and the latest Wi-Fi standard, Wi-Fi 6
(802.11ax), requires additional spectrum in the 6–7GHz range.
Wi-Fi applications to date generally use spectrum in the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands. Increasing the
availability of spectrum for RLANs is expected to improve capacity, lower latency and ease
congestion.
The increasing demand for spectrum for wireless access (WAS)/RLANs has already triggered
several actions, with the aim of identifying bands that offer sufficient capacity. This issue was
reviewed at WRC-19 for bands between 5150MHz and 5925MHz under agenda item 1.16. Other

66

See https://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/competition-issues-in-upcoming-5g-spectrum-allocation

67

See https://www.policytracker.com/china-sets-timeline-for-mmwave-bands/

68

See https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Enabling-IMT-at-WRC-19.pdf
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candidate bands include the 57–71GHz range, for which the relevant regulation has been recently
updated by the European Communications Committee (ECC). 69
In Europe, the ECC has recently addressed additional spectrum options for Wi-Fi. The lower and
upper 6GHz bands (5925–6425MHz and 6425–7125MHz, respectively) have been identified as
potential bands for Wi-Fi use.
According to the studies conducted so far outlined in the CEPT report 73, 70 CEPT expects that
coexistence between WAS/RLAN with existing services and systems within and adjacent to the
5925–6425MHz band would be technically feasible under certain conditions.
Although the whole 5.9GHz band (5.850—5.925GHz) has been identified globally for ITSs, certain
countries, including China and the USA, are not planning to allocate the whole band to ITSs. 71
Out of the 75MHz available, China has only allocated 20MHz to ITSs, while the USA is considering
allocating a maximum of 30MHz with the lower 45MHz in the band allocated to unlicensed
equipment. European countries and South Korea, however, have allocated 70MHz of the spectrum
to ITSs, that is the 5855–5875MHz (non-safety ECC/REC(08)01) and the 5875–5925MHz (safetyrelated ECC/DEC(08)01) spectrum. In addition, in the March 2020 update of ECC/DEC(08)01, the
ECC decided to harmonise the use of safety-related urban rail ITS in the 5925–5935MHz frequency
band. 72
The 5GAA working group believes that a minimum of 10–20MHz will already be needed for basic
safety features and that for advanced use cases the whole 70MHz in the 5.9GHz band will be
required.71
In addition, the automotive sector argues that, in order to develop advanced vehicle-to-network
(V2N) use cases, additional spectrum will be required, and that the amount of spectrum available to
mobile operators will not be sufficient. We understand the automotive industry has a particular
interest in frequencies below 700MHz as well as in the 6GHz band. Both bands will be considered
at WRC-23.71
The 5.9GHz band is already used for communication-based train control systems in in and around
Copenhagen in the 5925–5975MHz, France (5915–5935MHz) and Spain (5905–5925MHz), and
there are plans to do so in some other countries. The Copenhagen S-Bane CBTC project is a resignalling programme that will make use of the 5.9GHz band. 73

69

See http://apps.cept.org/eccnews/aug2019/europe_prepares_to_harmonise_the_6_ghz_spectrum_band_for_radio_local_area_networks.html

70

See https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/0d0696a1-89ae/CEPT%20Report%2073.pdf

71

PolicyTracker, study warns of a lack of spectrum for connected cars, Manuel R. Marti, 3 August 2020.

72

See https://docdb.cept.org/download/b470d271-048b/ECCDEC0801.PDF

73

See https://www.railjournal.com/in_depth/s-bane-cbtc-project-set-for-completion-by-2021
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The ECC has proposed and approved the harmonisation of the 5925–5935MHz band for safety-related
intelligent transport systems applications (including rail services), subject to national co-ordination
with existing fixed-service networks and/or national studies to determine the sharing conditions. 74 The
CEPT Report 71 addresses the adjacent compatibility studies between communication-based train
control in the 5915–5935MHz band and WAS/RLAN above 5935MHz. 75
In line with the approved EU approach, countries are undertaking a common harmonisation effort
in the 6GHz band. For example, the UK has already taken action and made the lower 6GHz band
available for Wi-Fi with the aim to also allow very low-power (VLP) outdoor use. In addition,
Ofcom has removed the dynamic frequency selection (DFS) requirements from Wi-Fi channels in
the 5.8GHz band (5725–5850MHz). 76 Denmark is following suit and the implementation of the EU
approach is expected to be reflected in a COM-implementing decision in early 2021.
In the USA, the FCC has been considering the use of several sub-bands around 6GHz to provide
additional capacity for Wi-Fi and to ease congestion and promote innovation. 77 In April 2020, the
FCC adopted rules that make 1200MHz of spectrum in the 6GHz band (5.925–7.125GHz) available
for unlicensed use, with a number of restrictions to ensure protection of incumbent services currently
using the spectrum. This will enable the launch of Wi-Fi 6, which is expected to play a major role
in the development of IoT. 78
Internationally, we note that there is increasing take-up of 60GHz, with new technologies such as
‘WiGig’ being trialled in some markets. WiGig is an evolution of Wi-Fi, which is standardised in
the 57–71GHz band. This band is already available in Denmark, allowing users to benefit from the
technology’s extremely high-speed, high-capacity services, but over a short range. 79
In line with developments in Europe, Denmark is participating in the work within the CEPT and the
EU to harmonise spectrum for RLAN.
3.3.3 Summary of key frequency bands
In Figure 3.16 below, we summarise for each frequency band where the international developments
cited above are expected to have an impact, the decisions taken at WRC-19 and the considerations
relating to the band for WRC-23. In particular, Figure 3.16 lists the frequency ranges that we have
discussed within Section 3.3 so far that have received new identifications, or other changes, at
WRC-19 or are earmarked for study ahead of WRC-23, and which service categories these relate to.
74

See http://apps.cept.org/eccnews/aug2019/europe_prepares_to_harmonise_the_6_ghz_spectrum_band_for_radio_local_area_networks.html

75

See http://apps.cept.org/eccnews/aug-2019/index.html

76

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0038/189848/consultation-spectrum-access-wifi.pdf

77

See
https://ecfsapi.fcc.gov/file/10030766909973/Mid%20Band%20NOI%20Comments%20(10%202%2017).pdf

78

See https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-opens-6-ghz-band-wi-fi-and-other-unlicensed-uses-0

79

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/135362/supporting-role-wireless-innovationuk-industry.pdf
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Figure 3.16: Key bands subject to change [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
Frequency band

WRC—19 decisions relevant to European
frequency allocations

WRC-23 agenda items relevant to European
frequency allocations

Current allocation (primary) in Denmark

Around 45MHz

-

New secondary allocation to EESS

Mobile (Military)

137–138MHz

Identified for use for the space operation
service associated with short-duration mission
satellite systems (space to Earth)

-

Meteorological sat, space research, space
operation, mobile sat

148–149.9MHz

Identified for use for the space operation
service associated with short-duration mission
satellite systems (Earth to space)

-

Mobile, mobile sat

399.9–
400.02MHz

Additional power restrictions agreed to avoid
increased use of this band for telemetry,
tracking and command, and to provide
protection to satellite services in this band

-

Mobile sat

401–403MHz
band

As for 399.9–400.2MHz

-

Meteorological aids, space operation, Earth
station satellite, meteorological satellite

470–960MHz

-

To review use of this band for existing services
(broadcasting, PMSE, SRDs and mobile) and
consider possible regulatory action (e.g. new
allocations) in the 470–694MHz portion

Broadcasting, mobile, fixed

1695–1710MHz

-

Possibility of new allocations for narrowband
MSS supporting narrowband IoT applications

Meteorological aids, meteorological satellite

2010–2025MHz

-

Possibility of new allocations for narrowband
MSS supporting narrowband IoT applications

Fixed, mobile

3300–3315MHz

-

Possibility of new allocations for narrowband
MSS supporting narrowband IoT applications

Radio location

3385–3400MHz

-

Possibility of new allocations for narrowband
MSS supporting narrowband IoT applications

Radio location
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Frequency band

WRC—19 decisions relevant to European
frequency allocations

WRC-23 agenda items relevant to European
frequency allocations

Current allocation (primary) in Denmark

3300–3400MHz

-

To be studied for possible identification for IMT

Radio location

3600–3800MHz

-

To be studied for possible identification for IMT

Fixed, fixed satellite

5150–5250MHz

Indoor usage in trains and cars, as well as
outdoor usage with restrictions

-

Mobile, fixed satellite

6425–7025MHz

-

To be studied as part of WRC-23 preparations
for possible identification for IMT

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

7025–7125MHz

-

To be studied as part of WRC-23 preparations
for possible identification for IMT

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

10.0–10.5GHz

-

To be studied as part of WRC-23 preparations
for possible identification for IMT

Earth exploration satellite, fixed, mobile, radio
location

11.7–12.7GHz

-

Under consideration in relation to possible new
allocations for inter-satellite links

Broadcast satellite, fixed satellite

14.8–15.35GHz

-

Consideration of a possible upgrade of the
allocation to the space research service

Mobile, fixed

17.7–18.6GHz

-

Consideration of technical, operational and
regulatory measures to facilitate use by nonGSO FSS ESIM

Fixed, fixed satellite

17.7–19.7GHz

Updated regulatory and technical conditions
for use by ESIM communicating with GSO
space stations in the FSS

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile, Earth station
satellite

18.1–18.6GHz

-

Under consideration in relation to possible new
allocations for inter-satellite links

Fixed, fixed satellite

18.8–19.3GHz

-

Consideration of technical, operational and
regulatory measures to facilitate use by nonGSO FSS ESIM

Fixed, fixed satellite

18.8–20.2GHz

-

Under consideration in relation to possible new
allocations for inter-satellite

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile satellite
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Frequency band

WRC—19 decisions relevant to European
frequency allocations

WRC-23 agenda items relevant to European
frequency allocations

Current allocation (primary) in Denmark

19.7–20.2GHz

-

Consideration of technical, operational and
regulatory measures to facilitate use by nonGSO FSS ESIM

Fixed satellite, mobile satellite

24.25–27.5GHz

Identified for use by IMT

-

Fixed, inter-satellite

27.5—29.1GHz

-

Consideration of technical, operational and
regulatory measures to facilitate use by nonGSO FSS ESIM

Fixed, mobile, fixed satellite

27.5–30GHz

-

Under consideration in relation to possible new
allocations for inter-satellite

Fixed, mobile, fixed satellite, mobile satellite

27.5–29.5GHz

Updated regulatory and technical conditions
for use by ESIM communicating with GSO
space stations in the FSS

-

Fixed, mobile, fixed satellite

29.5–30GHz

-

Technical, operational and regulatory
measures to facilitate use by non-GSO FSS
ESIM

Fixed satellite, mobile satellite

37.5–39.5GHz

Protection of satellite services from
interferences produced by multiple non-GSO
FSS systems

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile, radio location

39.5–40.5GHz

Use by NGSO systems in the MSS

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile, mobile satellite,
Earth station satellite, radio location

39.5–42.5GHz

Protection of satellite services from
interferences produced by multiple NGSO FSS
systems

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile, mobile satellite,
Earth station satellite, radio location,
broadcast, broadcast satellite

37.5–42.5GHz

Use by non-geostationary satellite systems in
the FSS

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile, mobile satellite,
Earth station satellite, radio location,
broadcast, broadcast satellite
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Frequency band

WRC—19 decisions relevant to European
frequency allocations

WRC-23 agenda items relevant to European
frequency allocations

Current allocation (primary) in Denmark

37–43.5GHz

Identified for use by IMT

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile, mobile satellite,
Earth station satellite, radio location,
broadcast, broadcast satellite, radio astronomy

45.5–47GHz

Identified for use by IMT (outside Europe)

-

Mobile, mobile satellite, radionavigation,
radionavigation satellite

47.2–48.9GHz

Use by non-geostationary satellite systems in
the FSS

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

47.2–48.2GHz

Identified for IMT (outside Europe)

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

47.2–50.2GHz

Protection of satellite services from
interferences produced by multiple non-GSO
FSS systems

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

48.9–50.2GHz

Updated regulations on se by nongeostationary satellite systems in the FSS

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

50.4–51.4GHz

Updated regulations on use by nongeostationary satellite systems in the FSS

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

50.4–51.4GHz

Protection of satellite services from
interferences produced by multiple non-GSO
FSS systems

-

Fixed, fixed satellite, mobile

51.4–52.4GHz

New primary allocation for the FSS

-

Fixed, mobile

66–71GHz

Identified for IMT

-

Mobile, mobile satellite, radionavigation,
radionavigation satellite, inter satellite

231.5–252GHz

-

Adjustments to the existing or new primary
allocations to EESS (passive)

Fixed, mobile, fixed satellite, Earth station
satellite, space research, radiolocation, radio
astronomy, amateur, amateur satellite

275–296GHz

Identified for fixed links and LMR, while
maintaining the protection of EESS

-

Not allocated
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Frequency band

WRC—19 decisions relevant to European
frequency allocations

WRC-23 agenda items relevant to European
frequency allocations

Current allocation (primary) in Denmark

306–313GHz

Identified for fixed links and LMR, while
maintaining the protection of EESS

-

Not allocated

318–333GHz

Identified for fixed links and LMR, while
maintaining the protection of EESS

-

Not allocated

356–450GHz

Identified for fixed links and LMR, while
maintaining the protection of EESS

-

Not allocated
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3.4 Assessment of future spectrum requirements in Denmark
In this section, we consider the findings from the previous two sections in aggregate and assess the
likely future spectrum requirements in Denmark across the service/system categories under
consideration over the short, medium and long term.
Figure 3.17 provides a summary of the impact of recent international developments on current
frequency allocations and considerations for future allocations by service/system category.
Figure 3.17: Impact of recent international developments on current frequency allocations and
considerations for future allocations by service/system category [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]
Service/system
category

Impact of recent international
developments on current allocation

Considerations of bands for future use

Public mobile

No reduction in spectrum allocated to
public mobile services

Assignment of spectrum in bands
identified for mobile use at WRC-19 in
Denmark:
• 24.25–27.5GHz
• 37–43.5GHz
• 66–71GHz
Other bands considered in the EU:
• 3.8–4.2GHz
For study at WRC-23:
• 470–960MHz
• 3300–3400MHz
• 3600–3800MHz 80
• 6425–7025MHz
• 7025–7125MHz
• 10.0–10.5GHz (Region 2 mainly)

Private networks

80

No spectrum currently assigned for
private networks in Denmark;
consideration is being given to this in
the 3.5GHz band, as has been put in
place in some other European
markets (notably Germany and
Sweden)

Consideration of future spectrum
assignments in the following areas:
• the 3.5GHz band (i.e. 5G private
networks)
• above 3.5GHz (e.g. 3.8–4.2GHz)
• mmWave bands (e.g. parts of the
26GHz band)
• licence-exempt bands (e.g. 66GHz)
• parts of low-frequency bands (e.g.
1800MHz and 2.3GHz)

Already being planned in Denmark and other European countries for 5G use (part of the European 5G
pioneer band from 3.4–3.8GHz).
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Service/system
category

Impact of recent international
developments on current allocation

Considerations of bands for future use

Fixed links

Affected by identification of bands for
mobile use at WRC-19:
• 24.25–27.5GHz
• 37–43.5GHz
• 66–71GHz
Possible impact by consideration of
further spectrum for IMT at WRC-23
in the following bands:
• 6425–7025MHz
• 7025–7125MHz
• 10.0–10.5GHz (Region 2 mainly)

Newly identified at WRC-19:
• 275–296GHz
• 306–313GHz
• 318–333GHz
• 356–450GHz

PMSE

The reallocation of spectrum
previously used by PMSE to public
mobile has already occurred in the:
• 700MHz band
• 800MHz band

Considered for wireless microphones:
• 960–1164MHz
• 1350–1400MHz
• around 1800MHz (e.g. 1785–
1805MHz)
• UHF spectrum below 694MHz
• use of 5G technology

Additional spectrum in the 470–
960MHz band for public mobile
considered at WRC-23 could affect
future use of UHF spectrum below
694MHz by PMSE
Satellite services

Consideration of allocation to public
mobile at WRC-23 of the 3600–
3800MHz 81 and 6425–7025MHz
bands (although the 3.6–3.8GHz
band is already being planned for 5G
use in Denmark)
Consideration of allocation to public
mobile at WRC-23 of the 10.0–
10.5GHz band would affect EESS;
however, the 10–10.5GHz band is
only likely to be allocated in Region 2
at first

Considered for wireless cameras:
• 2700–2900MHz
• 7GHz band
• use of 5G technology
Identified for non-geostationary
satellites at WRC-19:
• 137–138MHz
• 148–149.9MHz
Updated regulatory and technical
conditions for use by ESIM
communicating with GSO space stations
in the FSS at WRC-19:
• 17.7–19.7GHz
• 27.5–29.5GHz
Identified for use by non-geostationary
satellite systems for MSS at WRC-19:
• 39.5–40.5GHz
Identified for use by non-geostationary
satellite systems in the FSS at WRC-19:
• 37.5–42.5GHz
• 47.2–48.9GHz
• 48.9–50.2GHz
• 50.4–51.4GHz

81

An auction to assign this spectrum band to mobile operators is already being planned in Denmark, meaning
that no further change at WRC-23 would have an impact in the Danish context.
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Service/system
category

Impact of recent international
developments on current allocation

Considerations of bands for future use
New primary allocation for FSS at WRC19:
• 51.4–52.4GHz
Study allocations to MSS at WRC-23:
• 1695–1710MHz
• 2010–2025MHz
• 3300–3315MHz
• 3385–3400MHz
Study upgrade of allocation to the space
research service at WRC-23:
• 14.8–15.35GHz

PMR/LMR

No major impact on currently used
bands for PMR/LMR

New bands identified for IMT (NB-IoT) by
3GPP at its meeting “RAN 84”:
• 410–415MHz
• 420–425MHz
• 412–417MHz
• 422–427MHz
• 450–470MHz
Newly identified at WRC-19 for fixed
links and LMR:
• 275–296GHz
• 306–313GHz
• 318–333GHz
• 356–450GHz

SRDs/low power

No major impact on currently used
bands for SRDs

Usage of the band indoors in trains and
cars as well as outdoors under certain
conditions at WRC-19:
• 5150–5250MHz
Additional spectrum options for Wi-Fi
considered by the ECC:
• 5.925–6.425GHz
• 6.425–7.125GHz
Harmonisation of the 5925–5935MHz
band for safety-related urban rail
intelligent transport systems applications
Spectrum suitable for ‘WiGig’:
• 57–71GHz

PPDR
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No mobile allocated spectrum
currently assigned for broadband
PPDR in Denmark, though parts of
the 700MHz band have been used in
some other European markets

.

700MHz, currently assigned in part to
commercial MNOs with possibility of
remaining spectrum being used for
PPDR (and/or PPDR using a public
mobile network)
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Based on Figure 3.17 above, there are some bands with competing future demand. In particular, a
large number of bands have been identified for use by public mobile services which will disrupt
usage by incumbent services. In addition, some bands are being considered for multiple uses, for
example some bands being considered for IMT are also being studied for satellite.
In the remainder of this section we identify specific areas that will have changing spectrum
requirements arising from either international developments or demand/technology trends and
consider the timeframe within which these changing requirements are likely to result in changes (or
potential changes) in spectrum allocations. We focus on changes that will have an impact in the short
term (0–5 years), medium term (5–10 years) or long term (greater than 10 years – i.e. beyond 2030),
as summarised in Figure 3.18 and then described in more detail in the sub-sections below.
Figure 3.18: Summary of short-, medium- and long-term considerations [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]

3.4.1 Short-term considerations
This section summarises the main spectrum requirements and changes that are likely to occur within
the next five years:
•

The DEA is already planning to auction key bands to public mobile services, including the 3.5GHz
and 26GHz bands. This spectrum will be key in enabling Danish mobile operators to deploy 5G.

•

The DEA is already considering making spectrum in the 3.5GHz band available via an
obligation to lease spectrum to enterprises for use in private networks. Based on the final
decision that is taken, there could be additional demand for spectrum for private networks, which
could be addressed by assigning spectrum in the 26GHz band or other mmWave band that is
earmarked for IMT. There could also be an option to make spectrum available in the 3.8–4.2GHz
band for use by 5G systems.

•

Due to the allocation of spectrum to public mobile use, fixed services are seeing a reduction in
spectrum availability in some bands. Spectrum availability for fixed services could be further
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reduced if the DEA decided to auction additional mmWave spectrum, in particular in the 37–
39.5GHz range which currently holds 362 fixed-link licences. No licences are currently issued in
the 39.5–43.5GHz range, which will allow for easier potential for an allocation process to IMT in
the future.
–

However, bands between 275GHz and 450GHz have been identified at WRC-19 for fixed
links, which could help alleviate the spectrum scarcity for fixed services if there is sufficient
demand for this spectrum in Denmark. It is, however, not clear yet how much demand there
will be for these bands and if there will be enough affordable equipment readily available.

–

Other bands above 86GHz that are already allocated to fixed services and currently unused
(e.g. 92–94GHz, 94.1–95GHz and 95–100GHz) could more readily alleviate spectrum
scarcity. The type of licencing approach adopted by the DEA to manage fixed links will
have an important role in ensuring that the available spectrum is used efficiently; we cover
this issue in further detail in Section 4.

•

A number of bands were newly identified at WRC-19 for satellite services, while regulatory and
technical conditions for satellite services were updated in other bands. In order for satellite
services to operate globally, the bands identified have to be harmonised worldwide.

•

The future of the upper 6GHz band (6.425–7.125GHz) will require a decision by the DEA, in
line with CEPT and EU decisions

•

The future use of the 10GHz band will also require a decision by the DEA. Although this band
is proposed for study as an additional band for mobile use, it is not clear how mobile use could
co-exist with other primary uses of this band (e.g. Earth exploration satellite, fixed and
radiolocation services). Given these existing uses, there would be several potential impacts if
this band were to be used for high-density mobile systems (i.e. IMT systems).

•

Due to assignment of spectrum to public mobile and RLAN services, video PMSE applications
will see a reduction in their spectrum availability.

82

–

Spectrum in the 2.3GHz band has already been reallocated to public mobile, and spectrum
in the 5.9GHz and 6GHz bands has been identified for Wi-Fi.

–

The loss of the 2.3GHz band to public mobile was compensated by the availability of the
2025–2290MHz range for PMSE use, in addition the allocation in parts of the 2700–
2900MHz band to wireless cameras could also help to further compensate for the loss of the
2.3GHz band 82 but it is used for radars at airports and will not generally be available for
wireless cameras. Additional spectrum above 8GHz could be considered for wireless video
to compensate for any further loss of spectrum in the 3–7GHz band for short-term licences
(e.g. due to decisions to identify further spectrum for IMT).

Noting that spectrum in the 2010–2110MHz and 2200–2290MHz ranges have already been made
available ahead of the re-allocation of the 2.3GHz band.
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3.4.2 Medium-term considerations
This section summarises the main spectrum requirements and changes that are likely to occur within
the next five to ten years:
•

After the auction and deployment of the 3.5GHz and 26GHz spectrum, other mmWave bands
can be considered for allocation to public mobile services for 5G deployments, such as parts of
the 39.5–43.5GHz and 66–71GHz bands identified at WRC-19, subject to European
harmonisation.
–

•

•

83

Depending on how demand in the Danish market develops, as well as international
developments and factors such as equipment availability, certain bands might be considered
more suitable for allocation to 5G in Denmark than others.

In addition to the mmWave bands identified at WRC-19, additional bands have been identified
for study at WRC-23 including the 470–960MHz, 3300–3400MHz, 3600–3800MHz, 6425–
7025MHz, 7025–7125MHz and 10.0–10.5GHz 83 bands. Some bands will turn out to be more
suitable than others for mobile in the Danish market, due to demand dynamics as well as the
level of use of these bands by incumbent services such as fixed, PMSE and satellite services.
However, the key driver will be the decisions taken at a European level on which bands to get
behind for mobile use.
–

In addition, future use of the 3.8–4.2GHz band is to be considered at the European level and
could potentially be considered for mobile use in Denmark. The band is currently allocated
to fixed services and fixed satellite services on a primary basis.

–

The expected level of deployment of these bands by public mobile services will need careful
consideration as the use case and nature of the demand become clearer, since the type of
deployment will affect the feasibility of sharing with incumbent services. Sharing would for
example be more feasible if 5G deployments in a certain band are limited to localised
coverage in limited geographical areas, rather than being deployed nationwide, as has
hitherto been the modus operandi for spectrum assigned to mobile operators.

The possible reallocation of the 470–694MHz band in Denmark will need to be considered prior
to the expiry of current broadcast licences and the expected date after which a new European
level decision on the future use of the band will come into effect (both 2030). It is possible that
part of this band (e.g. the 600MHz band) could be allocated for mobile use, or possible that the
whole band could be allocated for mobile use with a (likely) TDD band plan. Alternatively,
broadcast use may persist beyond 2030, or there may be hybrid solutions that allow, for example,
for SDL mobile use alongside some broadcasting use. Decisions taken in the rest of Europe will
be a key consideration for Denmark due to the need to harmonise usage and prevent cross-border
interference at these frequencies.

Currently the 10–10.5GHz band is mainly considered for Region 2.
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•

Putting in place an authorisation regime for fixed services in bands above 100GHz could help
mitigate the impact of the allocation of numerous bands previously used by fixed services to
public mobile services. This could be considered in Denmark, as future fixed-link demand
becomes clearer.

•

Multiple different types of wireless technologies might support high-energy, high emission
industries to reduce emissions through process optimisation, real-time monitoring and remote
sensing. The wireless technologies supporting climate change mitigation-related applications
include in particular low-power and NB-IoT technologies, as well as 5G (which also supports
IoT applications). Ensuring that sufficient spectrum is available for services using these
technologies will support the deployment of climate change mitigation applications such as
applications that help industries become more energy efficient. EESS services are funded by
various EU projects, contributing to the European Green Deal

3.4.3 Long-term considerations
This section summarises the main spectrum requirements and changes that are likely to occur beyond
2030 (i.e. more than 10 years from now):
•

After decisions are made on which mmWave bands are most suitable for allocation to public
mobile 5G services, auctioning the chosen band(s) will enable operators to further deploy their
5G networks and further enable services that depend on these networks such as IoT application
supporting climate change mitigation.

•

Spectrum availability for technologies supporting the development of IoT applications will
continue to be important as cities and homes become “smarter” and can benefit from sustainable
applications.

•

Ensuring sufficient spectrum is available for PMSE will be important for the smooth running of
events in particular for audio PMSE equipment. Given that DTT could potentially be switched
off after 2030, or operate with reduced spectrum if, for example, the 600MHz band was
reallocated to public mobile use, there may be a shortfall in audio PMSE spectrum after 2030.
–

It will therefore be important to mitigate these impacts by ensuring that suitable spectrum
bands continue to be available for audio PMSE.

–

Alternatively, broadcasters could consider turning to 5G technology, which could support
some PMSE use. 5G features such as low latency might make use in live programme
environments more feasible and with use of 5G network slicing it is possible to manage and
prioritize traffic from individual users in order to offer the required level of QoS.

–

National broadcasters in Denmark (DR and TV2) have both expressed interest in trialling
and using such a 5G based solution for production as well as distribution of live video traffic.
Using 5G networks for PMSE services would have an impact on the demand for dedicated
PMSE spectrum
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4 The licensing of fixed links
Fixed wireless links (‘fixed links’) provide a terrestrial transmission path between two or more fixed
points for the provision of telecommunications services. Fixed links can be deployed either in a fixed
PTP or PMP configuration. Fixed links may be used for a variety of purposes, including:
•
•
•
•

connection to and between base stations for mobile communication, most commonly ‘backhaul’
distribution of radio and television signals
connection between telephone exchanges
broadband access (i.e. fixed-wireless access, or FWA).

Fixed links are a flexible alternative to using wired lines (e.g. fibre cables and copper wire). In
particular, fixed links can often be deployed more quickly than laying a cable and can also cover
terrain where it would be challenging to deploy a wired connection. A fixed-link transmission path
may consist of a single PTP link (going from one station to another), or of a chain of several links
(going through multiple stations). The length of fixed links varies from a few kilometres up to
~100km. The frequency bands used to accommodate these links also vary from low frequencies
(especially suitable for deploying longer links) up to very high frequencies (70–80GHz, and above).
Fixed links typically use directional antennas providing a highly reliable connection. Line of sight
between stations is typically required, but passive reflectors can be used if line of sight is not feasible.
The DEA is considering how the fixed-link market will evolve, and the most appropriate ways of
licensing fixed links in future. To assist the DEA in this regard, we have carried out an analysis of
the fixed-link market in Denmark, assessed relevant trends and demand drivers (e.g. 5G deployment
in the mobile market, and fibre substitution in the fixed market), and researched the authorisation
approaches for fixed links in a selection of other countries. The remainder of this section is structured
as follows:
•

Section 4.1 considers the supply side of the market. We review the current licensing framework
used for fixed links in Denmark, and highlight notable aspects of the licensing frameworks used
in a selection of other countries (Norway, Ireland and the UK).

•

Section 4.2 looks at the demand side of the market. We analyse the current utilisation of fixed
links in Denmark, and discuss the expected future requirements for fixed links.

•

Section 4.3 concludes with a discussion of the options for licensing fixed links in Denmark in
future, and our recommendations.

4.1 Review of current licensing framework for fixed links
Typically, fixed-link bands have been made available in one of two ways:
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•

Individual licensing: PTP/PMP links (or FWA sites) are licensed on an individually co-ordinated
link-by-link (or site-by-site) basis; licence applications are submitted to the national regulatory
authority (NRA) and approved once frequency co-ordination has been completed.

•

Area (or ‘block’) licensing: a block of spectrum is exclusively assigned to a licensee in a
particular geographical area (which could be the entire country or a smaller region).

Other licensing approaches are also possible, and are used in some markets in some fixed-link bands:
•

Light licensing: an 'off-the-shelf or ‘pre-packaged’ licence that mostly requires no specific
assignment or co-ordination, but might require the user to register the location of the links it is
deploying in a database that is available to the NRA and to other users.

•

Licence exempt: fixed links can be deployed without a licence but must operate within strict
power limits. There is no guarantee of protection from harmful interference from other
authorised deployments in the band, since there is no co-ordination between users and the
location of use is not known.

The most common licensing approach used by NRAs internationally for fixed links is individual
licensing, with an annual fee charged per link that depends on the bandwidth and frequency, and
sometimes on location. 84 Links are typically assigned on a first-come first-served (FCFS) basis, with
applications subject to co-ordination and approval by the NRA.
For some higher-frequency bands, block licensing may be used, or light-licensing approaches might
be implemented. For example, several European countries have assigned block licences for fixed
links in (parts of) the 26GHz and 28GHz bands (often via an auction), though spectrum in the 26GHz
band is now scheduled to be made available for mobile (5G) services in Europe. 85 In the V-band
(57–66GHz) and E-band (71–76GHz and 81–86GHz), the ECC recognises that a light-licensing
approach may be suitable, though the licensing regime remains a decision for national
administrations. 86 Light licensing is used for authorising some/all of the frequencies in the E-band
in several European markets, and a licence-exempt approach is commonly used in the V-band and
also sometimes in (parts of) the E-band.
In Section 4.1.1 below, we discuss certain aspects of the licensing framework for fixed links in three
Western European countries: Norway, Ireland and the UK. These countries have all refined their
approach to fixed-link licensing in some way and have been selected to highlight innovative possible
approaches to licensing fixed links.
In Section 4.1.2, we then go on to consider the licensing framework used for fixed links in Denmark.

84

Some NRAs (for example ComReg in Ireland) charge higher fees for fixed links deployed in high-demand
locations.

85

See EC Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/784 and the European Electronic Communications Code (EECC).

86

See ECC/REC/(09)01 (57–64GHz), ECC/REC/(05)02 (64–66GHz) and ECC/REC/(05)07 (E-band). See
https://www.ecodocdb.dk/document/category/ECC_Recommendations
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4.1.1 International approaches
Norway
In Norway, the licensing of fixed links is managed by NKOM. Spectrum trading is permitted, subject
to the approval of NKOM. 87
Unlike most countries, multiple PTP fixed-link bands in Norway have been assigned via (nationwide)
block licences, rather than on an individually licensed basis. There are very few other countries in the
world, if any, that assign as much spectrum for fixed links via block licences as in Norway.
The bands currently available for PTP fixed links in Norway, and the licensing regime(s) used are
shown in Figure 4.1 below.
Figure 4.1: Bands available for PTP fixed-link use in Norway and licensing regime [Source: NKOM, 88
2020]
Band 89

Licence
exempt 90

Light
licensing

1400MHz
5.8GHz

Individually
licensed

Block licensed

 91


Lower 6GHz



Upper 6GHz

*

7GHz



8GHz

*

10GHz



13GHz





18GHz





23GHz





26GHz

 92

87

See https://www.nkom.no/english/frequencylicences#how_do_i_change_transfer_or_terminate_an_existing_frequency_licence

88

See https://www.nkom.no/frekvenser-og-elektronisk-utstyr/tillatelse-til-a-bruke-frekvenser/radiolinje-ogpunkt-til-multipunkt#tillatelsestyper

89

The band names used in Section 4.1.1 (i.e. for the case studies in Norway, Ireland and the UK) are generally
those used by the relevant NRA.

90

The Free Use Regulations, Chapter IV, § 12. See https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2012-01-1977#KAPITTEL_2. Different technical conditions apply to the different bands.

91

1350–1375/1492–1517MHz and 1375–1400/1427–1452MHz are currently available for PTP use on an
individually licensed basis.
1427–1518MHz is planned for future assignment to mobile (5G) services. Individual licences for PTP links
will be granted with a duration until 2020, and then with a duration of one year until the frequency band is
made available for mobile use.

92

The 26GHz band is planned for future assignment to mobile (5G) services. Individual licences for PTP links
will be granted with a duration until 2020, and then with a duration of one year until the frequency band is
made available for mobile use.
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Individually
licensed

Block licensed

28GHz





32GHz





38GHz





40GHz



50GHz



55GHz



Band 89

57–66GHz

Licence
exempt 90

Light
licensing



71–74/81–84GHz



74–76/84–86GHz



* To be individually licensed from 2021.

As can be seen, individually licensed PTP links are available in a number of bands in addition to the
block licences. These individual licences have a duration of five years, and incur an annual fee,
which is determined by the bandwidth, frequency range and transmission power. 93 The 5.8GHz and
57–66GHz bands are available for fixed-link use on a licence-exempt basis, as is the case in many
countries in Europe.
It is notable that a light-licensing regime for PTP links has been adopted in part of the 70/80GHz
band (73 625–75 875/83 625–85 785MHz). Referred to by NKOM as “simplified licensing”, PTP
links in this band are covered by Norway’s licence-exempt regulations, 94 and NKOM does not
conduct any co-ordination or analysis before deployment. However, applications for links must be
registered (online) with NKOM, which then publishes a database of links on its website. 95 There are
currently seven registered links, with channel widths varying from 500MHz to 2GHz.
In May 2020, NKOM completed a multi-band auction for a large number of fixed-link block licences
(since existing licences were due to expire in the next few years); the spectrum lots made available
in the auction are shown in Figure 4.2 below.

93

Regulations on sector fees, § 14. See https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2017-03-20-386

94

The Free Use Regulations, Chapter II, § 5. See https://lovdata.no/dokument/SF/forskrift/2012-01-1977#KAPITTEL_2

95

Protection from harmful interference, where there are multiple links in the band, is given to the link that was
registered first.
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Figure 4.2: Spectrum available in NKOM’s 2020 multi-band fixed-link auction [Source: NKOM, 96 2020]
Band
name

Low
10GHz

High
10GHz

13GHz

18GHz

23GHz

Licence
expiry 97

Band
type

End
2044

End
2044

Low

End
2044
End
2044

End
2037

28GHz

End
2037

32GHz

End
2037

38GHz

End
2037

High

Lot
category/
blocks

Block size
(MHz)

No. of
blocks

A1

2×4

1

14 000

A2–A6

2×28

5

95 000

A7

2×6

1

21 000

A8

28

1

48 000

B1

2×4

1

16 000

B2–B5

2×28

4

107 000

B6

2×28

1

95 000

B7

2×28

1

95 000

C1

2×28

1

107 000

C2

2×14

1

54 000

C3–C5

2×28

3

107 000

D1

2×6.88

1

27 000

D2

2×13.75

1

53 000

D3–D12

2×55

10

210 000

E1–E5

2×28

5

67 000

E6–E11

2×28

6

99 000

E12–E14

2×7

3

25 000

E15

2×28

1

99 000

F1–F2

2×56

2

197 000

G1–G6

2×56

6

197 000

G7

2×28

1

76 000

H1–H2

2×56

2

197 000

H3–H7

2×56

5

173 000

H8–H9

2×56

2

152 000

65

8 172 000

Total

Reserve price
(NOK)

Total MHz

2×110, 28

2×174

2×126

2×571

2×357

2×112
2×364

2×504
4739

All licences are nationwide, service and technology neutral (subject to certain conditions 98), and
tradable. A combinatorial multi-round auction (CMRA) format was used, with various spectrum
caps in place. 99 The auction was unusual in the extremely large amount of spectrum made available
96

See https://www.nkom.no/frekvenser-og-elektronisk-utstyr/frekvensauksjoner/radiolinjeauksjonen

97

Licences begin at the beginning of either 2021, 2022 or 2023, depending on when the incumbent block
licence expires. For details, see https://www.nkom.no/frekvenser-og-elektroniskutstyr/frekvensauksjoner/radiolinjeauksjonen/_/attachment/download/3dee395e-5d0b-42df-a231c06d6e3b17f1:a4442b2e1f0254267a7f569dd45488c6e1e2c8c6/Vedlegg%201,%20Oversikt%20over%2
0ressurser%20for%20tildeling.pdf

98

One such condition is that the spectrum must be used for terrestrial radio applications capable of providing
electronic communications services.

99

No bidder can, after the auction, hold more than a) 40% of low-band spectrum, and b) 40% of total assigned
spectrum for commercial use. There is also a spectrum cap for the total amount of licensed spectrum one
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(indeed, we are not aware of any other auction where so much spectrum has been made available
simultaneously for fixed-link use).
Five players won spectrum: Funn, GlobalConnect and the three Norwegian MNOs (ICE, Telenor
and Telia). 100 The majority of auctioned lots were sold, with those that went unsold now available
for individual PTP licensing. The spectrum won by each player, as well as other fixed-link spectrum
in the relevant bands that was not part of the auction, is shown in Figure 4.3 below.
Figure 4.3: Results of NKOM’s 2020 multi-band fixed-link spectrum auction [Source: NKOM, 101 2020]

As can be seen, the auction was dominated by Telia and Telenor, which won 16 and 28 blocks
respectively, out of the 55 which sold. The auction design guaranteed that the frequency blocks
assigned to each winner within a lot category were contiguous. As such, Telia and Telenor both now
hold large contiguous spectrum blocks in the auctioned bands (e.g. Telenor holds six adjacent
2×56MHz blocks in the 32GHz band). As discussed subsequently in Section 4.2.1, this contrasts
with the situation in Denmark, where in some bands there is a significant amount of
fragmentation/non-contiguity between block licences and spectrum available for individual
licensing.

company can hold. This cap is 40% of all spectrum across the 6, 7, 8 and 13GHz bands; in total 754MHz.
This latter cap is not relevant for the auction, only for future licence applications for single transmitter
licences.
100

A sixth player, Ceragon Networks, participated in the auction but did not win any spectrum.

101

See https://www.nkom.no/frekvenser-og-elektronisk-utstyr/frekvensauksjoner/radiolinjeauksjonen
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As shown in Figure 4.4 below, a total of NOK34.2 million (DKK24.3 million) was paid in the
auction. Where licences sold significantly above reserve price, we understand that this was driven
by MNOs’ demand for large blocks of contiguous spectrum within individual bands (as well as
incumbents’ desire to retain existing licences in particular bands and spectrum ranges).
Operator

Blocks won

Total price paid (NOK)

Figure 4.4: Prices

GlobalConnect

6

547 000

paid in NKOM’s

Funn

1

872 077

2020 fixed-link

Ice

4

1 578 010

auction [Source:

Telia

16

9 281 100

NKOM, 102 2020]

Telenor

28

21 984 976

Total

55

34 263 163

Ireland
In Ireland, the licensing of fixed links is managed by ComReg. Spectrum trading is permitted,
subject to approval from ComReg. 103
The bands currently available for PTP fixed links in Ireland, and the licensing regime(s) used are
shown in Figure 4.5 below.
Figure 4.5: Bands available for PTP fixed-link use in Ireland and licensing regime [Source: ComReg, 104
2020]
Band 105

Licence exempt

Light licensing

Individually
licensed

Upper 1.3GHz



Lower 1.4GHz



Lower 2GHz



Lower 6GHz



Upper 6GHz



7GHz



Lower 8GHz



Upper 8GHz



11GHz



13GHz



15GHz



18GHz



Block licensed

102

See https://www.nkom.no/frekvenser-og-elektronisk-utstyr/frekvensauksjoner/radiolinjeauksjonen

103

See https://www.comreg.ie/media/dlm_uploads/2017/06/ComReg-0989R2.pdf

104

See https://www.comreg.ie/media/dlm_uploads/2017/06/ComReg-0989R2.pdf

105

Note: ComReg no longer licenses new fixed PTP or PMP links in the sub-1GHz bands.
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Band 105

Licence exempt

Light licensing

Individually
licensed

23GHz



26GHz



28GHz



31GHz



38GHz



42GHz



57–64GHz



71–76/81–86GHz



Block licensed



As can be seen, an individual licensing approach is used in nearly all bands in Ireland. The single
exception is the 26GHz band, in which spectrum has also been made available on a block-licensed
basis (via auction) for fixed links. 106
Ireland is notable for introducing increased annual fees for individually licensed PTP (and PMP)
links in high demand areas. 107
Increased congestion in certain bands prompted ComReg to introduce higher fees for certain
spectrum within a specific geographical area, called the “Congested Area”. Currently, the congested
area applies to PTP links in Central and Southern Dublin in the 18GHz and 23GHz bands. All
available channels in the congested area have been exhausted in the 13GHz and 15GHz bands, and
ComReg is therefore not accepting applications for PTP links in these bands.
Furthermore, ComReg seeks to “promote radio fixed links as a means of facilitating market entry
and the rollout of alternative infrastructure”. ComReg has encouraged incumbent operators that have
the potential to replace fixed links with fibre connections to do so, stating “In high usage areas,
established operators whose capacity requirements have grown to the extent that fibre would provide
an effective alternative are therefore being encouraged to make this migration, where practicable, in
order to release spectrum for new entrants”. As such, ComReg has determined that a ‘High Usage’
charge will be incurred by operators that have five or more licensed radio links over a particular link
path.
The annual fees charged for PTP fixed links in standard areas are shown in Figure 4.6 below.

106

See https://www.comreg.ie/industry/radio-spectrum/spectrum-awards/26-ghz-spectrum-award/

107

For details, see https://www.comreg.ie/media/dlm_uploads/2017/06/ComReg-0989R2.pdf
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Figure 4.6: Annual fee (EUR) per PTP link 108 in standard areas [Source: ComReg, 109 2020]
BW < 3.5MHz

3.5MHz < BW <
20MHz

20MHz < BW <
40MHz

BW > 40MHz

750

N/A

N/A

N/A

1GHz < F < 17GHz

1000

1100

1200

1500

17GHz < F < 37GHz

750

825

900

1125

37GHz < F < 39.5GHz

550

605

660

825

F > 39.5GHz

100

110

120

150

Bandwidth
(BW)
Frequency (F)
F < 1GHz

For fixed links on a high usage path or in a congested area, the annual fee is increased by 20%. A
56MHz (or larger) PTP link in the E-band (70/80GHz) would therefore incur an annual fee of
EUR150 (DKK1120) in standard areas and EUR180 (DKK1340) in congested areas. As can be seen
from Section 4.1.2, this compares to DKK656 for a 56MHz E-band PTP link in Denmark, increasing
to DKK1600 for a 1GHz link.
UK
In the UK, the licensing of fixed links is managed by Ofcom. Trading of fixed-link licences is permitted
under certain conditions and licensees have to apply for the right to conduct a spectrum trade. 110
Fixed links are licensed across a wide range of frequency bands, currently ranging from 1.3GHz to
86GHz. 111 The bands currently available for fixed links in the UK, and the licensing regime used,
are shown in Figure 4.7 below.
Figure 4.7: Bands available for fixed links in the UK and licensing regime [Source: Ofcom, 112 2020]
Band

Light
licensing

Licence exempt

1.4GHz 113

Individually
licensed

Block licensed



4GHz (3605–3689MHz and
3925–4009MHz) 114



108

The annual fee for a PMP link is four times that of a PTP link.

109

See https://www.comreg.ie/industry/radio-spectrum/licensing/search-licence-type/radio-links/

110

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0029/88337/Trading-guidance-notes.pdf

111

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/manage-your-licence/radiocommunication-licences/fixed-terrestriallinks#accordion__target-88582

112

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/108594/Fixed-Wireless-Spectrum-Strategy.pdf

113

The band is now closed to new fixed applications since the band is being harmonised for downlink-only
wireless broadband use across the EU. Licences will be revoked by end of 2022. See
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/manage-your-licence/radiocommunication-licences/fixed-terrestriallinks#accordion__target-88582

114

Ofcom is currently undertaking work to clear the 3.6–3.8GHz band to make this spectrum available for nationwide
high-power mobile use. See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/157884/enablingwireless-innovation-through-local-licensing.pdf
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Band

Light
licensing

Licence exempt

4GHz (3815–3875MHz and
4135–4195MHz) 115

Individually
licensed


5.8GHz



Lower 6GHz



Upper 6GHz



7.5GHz



8GHz 116



10GHz



13GHz



15GHz



18GHz



23GHz



26GHz 117



28GHz



31GHz



32GHz



38GHz



40GHz



52GHz



55GHz



57–71GHz

Block licensed



71–73/81–83GHz



73–76/83–86GHz



As can be seen, the 57–71GHz band is available on an unlicensed basis for fixed links in the UK.
Previously, the 57–64GHz band was licence exempt, the 64–66GHz band was lightly licensed, and
the 66–71GHz band was not available for fixed links. However, in 2018 Ofcom extended the licence

115

One of the effects of Ofcom’s work to clear the 3.6–3.8GHz band will be to clear some channels of fixed links in
the 3.8–4.2GHz band, due to the duplex nature of the fixed-link channel plan between 3.6GHz and 4.2GHz. Fixedlink channels 8 & 9 on the 30MHz channel plan remain available for assignment (i.e. 3815–3875MHz paired with
4135–4195MHz). See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/157884/enabling-wirelessinnovation-through-local-licensing.pdf

116

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0037/183799/8-GHz-guidance-for-applicants.pdf

117

PTP links are licensed in the 24.5–26.5GHz range on an individual basis. Ofcom recently opened up the
same range for indoor 5G use (via individual “per-location” licences). The range is still available for PTP
links, although Ofcom is “not encouraging people to apply for new licences in the band”. See
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0033/157884/enabling-wireless-innovation-throughlocal-licensing.pdf
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exemption in the 57–64GHz block up to 71GHz, in alignment with the regime for short-range wideband data transmission systems in the UK. 118, 119
Individual licensing on a link-by-link basis is the most common approach in the UK. For individually
licensed links, an annual fee based on the bandwidth and frequency range is charged. The fee is also
adjusted to reflect the link length, and the level of availability. 120 Fees for fixed-link licences are
determined using a formula which is composed of five main factors and two conditional modifiers,
as follows.
Figure 4.8: Formula for calculating fixed-link fees in the UK [Source: Ofcom, 121 2020]

The values shown in brackets are the conditional discount modifiers. The co-channel dual-polar
(CCDP) discount is applied for a second link operating co-channel cross-polar to the first link along
a common path. The directional discount is applied to unidirectional links.
It is notable that Ofcom has used block licensing in two higher-frequency bands (i.e. 32GHz and
40GHz) in addition to the 26GHz and 28GHz bands commonly block licensed throughout much of
Europe. The 10GHz, 28GHz, 32GHz and 40GHz bands were assigned for self-managed use via a
118

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/115630/Implementing-decisions-5771-GHzband.pdf

119

Annex 3 of ERC Recommendation 70-03 (updated June 2020) recommends that the 57–71GHz range is made
available for short-range wide-band transmission systems (including fixed outdoor use) on an unlicensed basis.

120

For details, see https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/72144/feecalcdoc.pdf

121

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/72144/feecalcdoc.pdf
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combinatorial clock auction in 2007. 122 The licences were auctioned on an indefinite term with a
minimum period of 15 years. 123
Bands that are light licensed, are an “off-the-shelf” or “pre-packaged” licence that mostly requires
no specific assignment or co-ordination. Three bands are currently under this spectrum management
framework: the 5725–5850MHz, 73.375–75.875GHz and 83.375–85.875GHz bands. The 73.375–
75.875GHz and 83.375–85.875GHz are currently being managed under an interim licensing and
link registration process, which consists of mainly manual procedures. This system will remain in
place until Ofcom announces the permanent procedures for this band which are intended to be via a
web-based tool. 124 Ofcom had originally planned to use a light-licensing approach for the entire Eband, but after a public consultation it modified its approach so that some frequencies reverted to
being individually licensed (71.125–73.125GHz and 81.125–83.125GHz). 125 This was in response
to some fixed-link users (mainly mobile operators, using the spectrum for mobile network backhaul)
favouring more active management of that part of the band. Ofcom reported that “there is a
perception among some stakeholders that the self-coordinated [light licensing] approach at
70/80GHz does not offer the certainty that is required for the high availability (99.99% - 99.999%)
applications used to support 4G networks”.
Ofcom has indicated that there has been an increase in the use of block-licensed spectrum in the
bands between 20GHz and 45GHz. 126 Indeed, operators have indicated that they prefer to use this
spectrum first as it enables them to provide flexible, fast and cost-effective deployment instead of
applying for individually licensed bands. In the longer term, however, Ofcom expects operators to
slowly migrate to higher bands in order to benefit from wider channel bandwidths that are required
for short-hop high-capacity links.
Due to the expected future demand in higher bands above 92GHz to meet high-capacity
requirements, Ofcom has identified two new bands for fixed links in the UK, namely the 92–
114.5GHz and 130–174.8GHz bands.
In addition, Ofcom is proposing to make extremely high frequency (EHF) spectrum available
between 100GHz and 200GHz. Indeed, spectrum above 100GHz is currently not seeing much
terrestrial use and is primarily used for space-related applications such as EESS. 127

122

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/spectrum/spectrum-management/spectrum-awards/awardsarchive/1040award

123

During which time, Ofcom’s powers to revoke licences will be limited.

124

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/manage-your-licence/radiocommunication-licences/fixed-terrestrial-links

125

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/50240/statement.pdf

126

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/108594/Fixed-Wireless-SpectrumStrategy.pdf

127

See https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0034/189871/100-ghz-consultation.pdf
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Ofcom has identified the spectrum as having the potential to support a range of new wireless services
and is proposing to make 18GHz of this spectrum available on a flexible service-neutral basis across
three bands: 116–122GHz, 174.8–182GHz and 185–190GHz.
The use of this spectrum would be allowed using lower-power licence-exempt devices or increased
power devices but under a new ‘Spectrum Access: EHF frequencies’ licence on an uncoordinated
shared basis. In order to protect EESS from interference, these devices would be authorised subject
to certain technical conditions. This new proposal would allow operators to use the spectrum for
very-high-speed data links.
4.1.2 Current framework in Denmark
In this section, we describe the current framework for the licensing of spectrum for fixed links in
Denmark.
Licence type
Two types of fixed-link configurations/applications are distinguished in the frequency register: PTP
links (“Radiokæde”) between two fixed points, and FWA stations (i.e. PMP links) for
transmission/reception from a single fixed point to multiple other fixed points. FWA user terminals
(CPE) under the control of an FWA network can operate without a licence in several bands providing
that the CPE meets the required technical conditions for use. 128
The 57.1–58.9GHz range is permitted for unlicensed fixed-link use. 129 Outside of this band, all fixed
links in Denmark must be covered by a licence issued by the DEA. Two licence types are available:
•

Block licences (“Geografisk område” licences). These allow PTP or PMP links to be deployed
anywhere within a specified geographical area (which may be regional or national in
Denmark 130) in the frequency range permitted by the licence.

•

Individual licences (“Punkt” licences) for specific PTP or PMP links. These allow individual
links to be deployed at the co-ordinates specified (and within the frequency range permitted) by
the licence.

Combining the two licensing approaches (block and individual) with the two fixed-link
configurations (PTP and FWA/PMP) gives four distinct fixed-link licence types within the
frequency register.

128

See Appendix 5, section 1.1 of BEK no. 1155 of 21/11/2019. See
https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lta/2019/1155

129

See Appendix 5, section 30.1 of BEK no. 1155 of 21/11/2019. See
https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lta/2019/1155

130

For fixed-link block licences, applicants may request a region of any size or shape.
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Assignment mechanism
Spectrum licences (both individual licences and block licences) are issued on a first-come firstserved (FCFS) basis, unless there is evidence of spectrum scarcity, in which case (assuming there
are no countervailing public interest considerations) an auction is theoretically held. However, all
fixed-link spectrum licences recorded in the frequency register have been issued on an FCFS basis
and therefore an auction has never actually been required.
Pricing
The annual fee charged by the DEA for spectrum licences is set each year by the Finance Act. It
consists of both a variable fee (which depends on the type of licence, bandwidth and frequency
range) and a fixed fee. 131
The fees currently applicable to a nationwide block licence (suitable for the provision of fixed links)
and an individual fixed-link licence are shown in Figure 4.9 below.
Figure 4.9: Annual fees applicable to spectrum licences suitable for the provision of fixed links, for the
period from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020 [Source: DEA, 132 2020]
Frequency range
(MHz)

Fixed fee (DKK)

Variable fee (DKK per
MHz) for nationwide
block licence 133

0–470

Variable fee (DKK per
MHz) for individual
transmission link 134

56 405

5531

470–1000

112 811

5531

1000–3000

56 405

2766

5640

277

564

11

21 000–33 400

564

6

33 400–57 000

282

3

94

1

3000–9500
9500–21 000

600

Over 57 000

An individually licensed 1GHz PTP link in the E-band (71–86GHz) would therefore incur an annual
fee of DKK1600, while a nationwide block licence in the same band and of the same bandwidth
would incur an annual fee of DKK94 600.

131

If a licence is terminated prior to expiry, the variable fee is reimbursed on a pro-rata basis (i.e. if a licence is
terminated halfway through the year, then only half of the variable fee is due).

132

See https://ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Tele/afgifter_2020.pdf

133

Variable fees for “Afgiftsgruppe 1”. If the block licence is regional, the variable fee is discounted in
proportion to the area covered by the licence. I.e. a licence covering 10% of the Danish landmass would
incur 10% of the fee shown.

134

Variable fees for “Afgiftsgruppe 2”. Note that the fees shown are based on a licence which permits
transmission (in a particular frequency range) from a single location. If a licence is issued for transmission
from multiple locations, then the fee is multiplied accordingly.
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We note that the 2020 prices shown above are identical (in nominal terms) to the 2019 prices.135
While prices for earlier years are not publicly available, we understand that the DEA reduced the
annual fee for fixed-link licences above 57GHz in 2019, in the expectation of future demand for
fixed links with greater bandwidth, and to encourage more use of these bands as the most spectrally
efficient way of providing high-capacity, short-distance links. 136
Trading
Fixed-link spectrum licences may be traded (or returned to the DEA) in their entirety. 137, 138
Furthermore, one or more parts of a licence (split up either on a frequency basis, or, in the case of a
block licence, a geographical basis or both) may be sub-divided and traded (or returned to the DEA).
All spectrum trading of fixed-link licences can be conducted without prior approval of the DEA. 139
However, licensees must inform the DEA of their plans to trade, and the DEA will publish this
information. The DEA must also be notified upon completion of a trade and will issue a licence to
the new licensee (or licensees if the licence was split up).
We understand that there is an administrative fee of DKK600 associated with licence trading (as
well as the transfer of annual fees from one licensee to another). As such, a flexible, low-cost
spectrum trading regime is in place in Denmark, which should in theory incentivise spectrum trading
where it is efficient to do so.
Despite the favourable spectrum trading regime, the frequency register indicates that no trades have
taken place for fixed-link spectrum licences. However, it is not surprising that this is the case given
that our analysis suggests the supply of spectrum for fixed links currently exceeds demand (as we
describe in Section 4.2.1), and that there is a relatively low cost for licensees to retain their licences
where they are not being heavily used. It is also likely that licensees have used specific bands for
some years and hence installed equipment is designed to use these bands. Trading would therefore
only be expected if a licensee replaces its fixed links with another solution (e.g. substitutes the fixed
links with fibre). Even then, the fixed links might still be retained for resilience purposes within the
network (or, if using a block licence, links can be re-deployed in a different direction/location).

135
136

See https://ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Tele/afgifter_2019.pdf
See https://ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/Tele/frekvensstrategi_2016_-_opdateret_2018.pdf

137

See https://ens.dk/en/our-responsibilities/spectrum/licenses

138

Licence holders are entitled to freely lend, lease or trade their licences (or parts of their licences) under
terms agreed upon by both parties. However, the conditions of the licence awarded by the DEA still apply. A
user of a fixed-link licence (whether a licence holder via direct acquisition from the DEA, licence holder via
trade, or a lessor) must therefore use the licence for fixed-link deployment and could not, for example,
deploy a mobile service. The spectrum is used under the sole responsibility of the licence holder.

139

This is currently the case since fixed-link licences are not assigned via auction. However, trading of (parts of)
licences issued via an auction or a public tender process in accordance with sections 9-11 of the Frequency
Act must be notified to and approved by the DEA, cf. Executive Order No. 1129 of 1 December 2009 “on the
trading and return of certain licences to use radio frequencies”.
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Licence duration
We understand from the DEA that FCFS licences (both individual and block licences) have a 15year duration by default, but are automatically renewed when the licensee pays the annual fee for
the 16th year. However, we note that the DEA’s online frequency register records a number of
(recently issued) individual PTP licences, the duration of which is less than 15 years. 140 We
understand that this may be due to cases where specific links are added to an existing licence, and
the expiry date of the additional links are shortened to align with the expiry date of the existing
licence.

4.2 Analysis of current utilisation of fixed links and future requirements
Whilst traditional telecoms use of fixed links has been to deploy links over a wide geography (e.g.
connecting remote mobile base stations back to the core network, or to route telecommunications
traffic), fixed links are also increasingly used to provide very low-latency, high-throughput
connectivity over short distances (e.g. connectivity between buildings). The spectrum requirements
for these high-capacity short links vary considerably compared to the traditional fixed-link spectrum
requirements for lower-capacity, longer links.
In this section, we first consider the current utilisation of fixed-link spectrum in Denmark
(Section 4.2.1) and then go on to consider how the requirements for fixed-link spectrum may evolve
in the future (Section0).
4.2.1 Current utilisation of fixed links in Denmark
We understand from the DEA that all applications which have been submitted for fixed-link licences
have been granted. However, applicants cannot always be awarded the specific frequency/locations
applied for, unless the required bandwidth is available at the required locations in the given band. In
particular, applicants in the 17GHz and 22GHz bands, which (as discussed subsequently) are the
two most congested bands available for fixed links in Denmark, may be asked if they can move to
higher frequency bands if their requests cannot be accommodated. 141
This indicates that there has not yet been any scarcity of spectrum in the Danish market for fixed
links (i.e. supply exceeds demand) in the majority of bands. However, this is not the case in the
17GHz and 22GHz bands where there may be a lack of supply to accommodate some applications.
The bands currently available for fixed-link 142 use in Denmark are shown in Figure 4.10 below.

140

Comparing data provided by the DEA with the online frequency register suggests that around 30% of the PTP
links individually licensed to date in 2020 expire at the end of 2035. The remainder mostly expire at the end
of 2026, 2027 or 2033.

141

We understand that applicants for individual fixed-link licences in these bands may formerly have been coordinated with block licence holders. However, this approach ceased in 2017.

142

A different (but overlapping) set of bands is available for FWA use under radio interface no. 00 073. See
BEK no. 1151 of 21/11/2019, https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lta/2019/1151
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Figure 4.10: Bands available for P2P fixed-link use in Denmark [Source: radio interface no. 00 071, 143
frequency allocation table (FAT), 144 2020]
Band
name 145

Band
code 146

Lower frequency
(MHz)

Upper frequency
(MHz)

1500MHz

-

1429

1518

1800MHz

-

1710–1785

1805–1880

2.3GHz

-

2300

2484

3GHz 149

a

3800

4200

-

Lower 6GHz

b

5925

6425

-

Upper 6GHz

c

6425

7125

-

7GHz

d1

7125

7725

-

8GHz

d2

7900

8500

-

Comments
Use between oil platforms or
similar installations in the
North Sea only
The 1800MHz band and
2.3–2.36GHz 147 bands are
currently assigned to mobile
in mainland Denmark, and
the 1500MHz 148 band is
planned to be made
available for mobile use

10GHz

e

10 150

10 650

The 10–10.5GHz band is
scheduled to be studied for
possible IMT identification at
WRC-23

12GHz

f

12 750

13 250

-

15GHz

g

14 500

15 350

14 500–14 620MHz (g1) &
15 350–15 230MHz (g2)
ranges only

17GHz

h

17 700

19 700

-

22GHz

i

22 000

23 600

-

143

Figure 4.10 includes all the bands available for P2P fixed links according to BEK no. 1151 of 21/11/2019,
radio interface no. 00 071. See https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lta/2019/1151

144

Figure 4.10 shows all bands in the FAT with a primary fixed allocation in which fixed links (“radiokæder”) are
permitted. See https://dif.ens.dk/Pages/Default.aspx. Fixed-link ranges in the 2–3GHz band, which are for
military use only, and ranges for temporary PTP links have been excluded.
We note that this does not fully align with the DEA’s 2018 spectrum strategy document, which indicates that
the 42GHz band is currently available (though not used) for fixed links (under technology-neutral licences).

145

We note that the frequency register includes a single individually licensed PTP link in the 406.2–406.4MHz
range, issued in 2019. However, this range is not available for fixed links under radio interface no. 00 071.
Furthermore, this band does not appear to be allocated for fixed links in the FAT, although the 407–410MHz
range has a primary fixed allocation for low-power PTP data (“Punkt-til-punkt data med lav effect”). We have
excluded the 400MHz band from Figure 4.10 and subsequent discussion in Section 4.2.1.

146

This is the band classification used in radio interface no. 00 071.

147

As discussed in Section 3.2, the 2.3–2.4GHz range was made available for mobile use in an auction in
2019, but only the lower 60MHz sold. The unsold 40MHz is expected to be made available again for mobile
use in the future. See https://ens.dk/ansvarsomraader/frekvenser/auktioner-og-udbud-frekvenser

148

As discussed in Section 3.2, the DEA is preparing to award spectrum for mobile use in the 1500MHz band
(as well as the 2100MHz and 3.5GHz bands). See https://ens.dk/ansvarsomraader/frekvenser/auktionerog-udbud-frekvenser

149

The 3.8–4.2GHz band is available for fixed links according to radio interface no. 00 071. However, this band
does not appear to be allocated to fixed links in the FAT.
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Band
name 145

Band
code 146

Lower frequency
(MHz)

Upper frequency
(MHz)

Comments

26GHz 150

j

24 500

26 500

The 24.25–27.5GHz band
was identified for IMT
globally at WRC-19;
spectrum in this band
(26GHz) is planned to be
made available in Denmark
for mobile use 151

28GHz

k

27 500

29 500

-

31GHz 152

-

31 000

31 300

-

32GHz

l

31 800

33 400

-

37GHz 153

m

37 000

39 500

The 37–43.5GHz band was
identified for IMT globally at
WRC-19

51GHz

n

48 500

52 600

48 500–50 200MHz (n1) &
50 900–52 600MHz (n2)
ranges only

55GHz 154

-

55 780

57 000

-

57GHz

o

57 100

58 900

Licence exempt

64GHz 155

-

64 000

66 000

-

71–86GHz

Bands
above
90GHz

p

71 000

86 000

71 000–76 000MHz (p1) &
81 000–86 000MHz (p2)
ranges only
The E-band (71–76/81–
86GHz) is scheduled to be
studied for possible IMT
identification at WRC-27

q1

92 000

94 000

-

q2

94 100

100 000

-

r

102 000

109 500

-

s

111 800

114 250

-

t

130 000

134 000

-

u

141 000

148 500

-

v

151 500

164 000

-

x

167 000

174 800

-

150

The FAT, referencing radio interface no. 00 071 and Annex B of ECC Recommendation T / R 13-02, appears
to imply that fixed links are only permitted in the 24.969–25.333/25.977–26.341GHz range.

151

As discussed in Section 3.2, the DEA is planning to assign spectrum in the 26GHz band for mobile use. See
https://ens.dk/ansvarsomraader/frekvenser/auktioner-og-udbud-frekvenser

152

This band is not included under radio interface no. 00 071, but it is allocated to fixed links in the FAT via
ECC/REC/(02)02. See https://docdb.cept.org/download/d9aa1d17-0482/REC0202.PDF

153

The FAT indicates that the 36 500–38 000MHz range is prohibited for fixed-link use; however, there are
individually licensed links in this range in the frequency register.

154

This band is not included under radio interface no. 00 071, however it is allocated to fixed links in the FAT
via ERC/REC 12-12. See https://docdb.cept.org/download/5aacb7bf-7a32/REC1212.PDF

155

This band is not included under radio interface no. 00 071, however it is allocated to fixed links in the FAT
via ECC/REC/(05)02. See https://docdb.cept.org/download/a2d8b988-bd97/REC0502.PDF
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As discussed below, only some of these bands (those shown in grey in the table above) are currently
used for fixed links in Denmark according to the frequency register. The level of current utilisation
in these bands is considered below, first for individual licences and then for block licences.
Individual licences
There are currently around 5200 individually licensed PTP radio links in Denmark. 156 The vast
majority of these (over 90%) are licensed to MNOs (primarily TDC and Hi3G), with the remaining
links licensed to a range of entities, including: offshore oil and gas companies, energy companies,
rail operators, port/harbour operators, radio and TV station operators, telecommunications
infrastructure providers and the military.
Individually licensed PTP radio links have been assigned in a range of bands, from 2.3GHz up to
86GHz. As can be seen in Figure 4.11 below, almost all individually licensed fixed links are in seven
to eight bands, the most common of which are 17GHz and 22GHz.
Figure 4.11: Number of PTP radio links currently licensed [Source: DEA, 2020]

156

A single licence (“Tilladelsesnummer”) in the frequency register may include multiple pairs of PTP end-point
locations (distinguished by the “Positionnummer” tag). Each pair of PTP end-point locations may include
multiple PTP radio links (i.e. specific frequencies and bandwidths for transmission/reception between the
end points). Each PTP radio link (“Radiokæde, punkt-til-punkt tilladelse”) has two entries in the frequency
register (one for each end-point location), whether the link is bi-directional or uni-directional. Our analysis
counts bi-directional links as two links and uni-directional links as one link, and therefore our total number
of links is lower than the number of PTP radio link entries in the frequency register. However, the
discrepancy is small, since nearly all links in the register are bi-directional.
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Standard channelling arrangements of 3.5MHz, 7MHz, 14MHz, 28MHz, 56MHz and 112MHz are
generally used (with the most common of these being 56MHz, which is used for over 60% of all
individually licensed PTP radio links).
Licensing in the 71–86GHz band (the E-band) commenced in 2017, and over 130 links have since
been assigned in that band. These high-frequency links generally have a channel size of at least
250MHz, though in a small number of cases 2GHz channels have been licensed. The majority of
these links (over 85%) are held by Hi3G; as shown in Figure 4.12 below. This gives Hi3G a large
amount of bandwidth (aggregated across all links) in the 71–86GHz band.
Figure 4.12: Total transmission bandwidth currently licensed via PTP radio links [Source: DEA, 2020]

As shown in Figure 4.13 below, higher-frequency bands are generally used for shorter links in
Denmark: the average length of an individually licensed link is more than 25km in the 7GHz band,
but just 1.4km in the 71–86GHz band.
Band

Average length of individually
licensed PTP link (km)

Figure 4.13: Average

7GHz

25.7

licensed PTP links in

10GHz

17.0

main frequency bands

15GHz

14.7

[Source: Analysys

17GHz

8.9

Mason, 2020]

22GHz

4.4

28GHz

3.3

37GHz

1.7

71–86GHz

1.4
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Geographical use is fairly widespread in most major bands (i.e. links have been deployed in most
parts of the country). However, as shown in Figure 4.14 below, higher-frequency links (i.e. 28GHz,
37GHz and 71–86GHz) are mostly concentrated in urban areas.
Figure 4.14: Individually licensed PTP link locations in Denmark (Bornholm and North Sea not shown)
[Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]

7GHz

10GHz

15GHz

17GHz

22GHz

28GHz

37GHz

71–86GHz

Key
All individually
licensed PTP links
Selected band only
Danish land area
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The DEA’s frequency register also includes a small number of entries for individually licensed PMP
FWA stations. 157 These licences are held by two harbour operators and regional broadband provider
VestjyllandS.net. 158
Block licences
The DEA’s frequency register includes over 120 block licence entries, the majority (84%) of which
are nationwide. These licences (some of which date back to 2000) cover the 10GHz, 17GHz, 22GHz,
24GHz, 31GHz and 37GHz bands, and use standard channelling arrangements (3.5MHz, 7MHz,
14MHz, 28MHz and 56MHz). More recently, Hi3G (in 2019) and Telia (in 2020) acquired the first
(nationwide) block licences to be assigned for fixed services in the 71–86GHz band, both for a total
of 1GHz of bandwidth. The total transmission bandwidth licensed to different operators is shown in
Figure 4.15 below. As can be seen, the majority of the bandwidth made available via block licences
for fixed links has gone to the three MNOs.
Figure 4.15: Total transmission bandwidth currently licensed via block licences 159 [Source: Analysys
Mason, 2020]

The level of deployment of PTP links under block licences is unknown. Figure 4.16 below shows
the spectrum ranges of the different block licences that have been issued, relative to the spectrum
ranges that are available for individually licensed PTP links.

157

“FWA punkttilladelse”.

158

Hirtshals harbour holds a single FWA PMP licence in the 10GHz band (issued in 2017), and Nakskov
harbour holds multiple FWA PMP licences in the 6GHz band (issued in 2019). VestjyllandS.net is licensed to
use 80MHz in the 10GHz band in four different locations (issued in 2019/2020).

159

Aggregate of total MHz assigned via regional and national block licences.
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Figure 4.16: Spectrum blocks licensed, 10–90GHz [Source: Analysys Mason, 2020]

As can be seen, in many cases block licences have been issued within spectrum ranges which would
otherwise be available for individual licences. Furthermore, block licences within a given band have
not always been issued in a contiguous fashion, resulting (in certain cases) in fragmentation of the
bandwidth available for individually licensed PTP links. For example, the assignment of block
licences in the 17GHz band is such that there are only a few remaining ranges within the band that
are large enough to allow the individual licensing of PTP links with a large channel size (e.g.
112MHz).
4.2.2 Future requirements of fixed links
Type of user
As discussed in Section 4.2.1 above, the main users of fixed links in Denmark are MNOs, which use
them primarily for backhaul and resilience purposes in their networks. Other users include a number
of companies working in the oil and gas sector, as well as utility companies which use fixed links
for activities including offshore communication and data monitoring.
Competition with fibre
Denmark already has a relatively high level of fibre coverage, and fibre deployment is ongoing. The
DEA’s broadband mapping statistics for 2020 report that 70% of the country’s households have
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fibre coverage. 160 Due to its favourable topography, nearly all areas of Denmark are expected to be
covered by fibre in the long term.
Mobile operators have their own fibre networks, which they use to serve their backhaul
requirements. To provide mobile coverage in areas outside their existing fibre footprint, mobile
operators must either extend their fibre backhaul network, lease fibre from another provider or
alternatively use fixed links. Fixed links can thus be regarded as an “insurance” option, if purchasing
or deploying fibre is too expensive.
In addition to cost considerations, fixed links can be much faster to deploy than fibre. Indeed, when
MNOs build new sites there is often no direct fibre connection and it is therefore much easier and
faster (as well as cheaper) to use fixed links for backhaul in the first instance. Operators can then
later choose whether to migrate to fibre, if it is economically viable and if the particular site requires
additional backhaul capacity.
For these reasons (i.e. both cost and speed of installation), although the deployment of fibre networks
is driving a decrease in the demand for traditional lower-capacity longer links, fixed links (in
medium and higher frequencies) are expected to see continuing demand in the medium term.
As discussed below, high-frequency bands with large bandwidths allow operators to provide highcapacity backhaul connections via fixed links. Dual antenna solutions can also be used to combine
bandwidth in different bands. If fixed links provide sufficient bandwidth, there might be no need for
them to be replaced by fibre, which would maintain a certain level of demand for fixed links.
Impact of 5G
The demand from MNOs for larger fixed-link bandwidths to provide increased backhaul capacity is
growing due to the rising volume of data traffic carried by mobile networks. This rise in demand for
high-capacity links is expected to continue with (and be enhanced by) the deployment of 5G
networks.
As well as additional capacity being required for existing base stations, the deployment of 5G is
expected to lead to a large increase in the number of base stations (e.g. densification via small cells),
which will require backhaul connectivity. Densification requires shorter links, further increasing
demand for high-capacity short-hop links.
In addition, operators are looking to streamline the architecture of mobile networks by progressively
virtualising their networks. A virtualised network architecture can facilitate the handling of vast
amounts of data that are expected with the development of 5G. The radio access network (RAN) is
one of the components that can be virtualised by running virtualised baseband functions on
commodity server hardware, with Open-RAN (O-RAN) allowing operators to use open standards.
Fronthaul virtualised RAN (V-RAN) can efficiently run different “non-ideal fronthaul” options such
160

The weighted average of household fibre coverage across all five regions of Denmark. See
https://ens.dk/ansvarsomraader/telepolitik/tal-paa-teleomraadet
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as fixed-link connections where fibre is not available. 161 These functionalities will increase the
demand for fixed links for fronthaul as well as for backhaul.
Demand for higher-frequency links
As discussed in Section 4.2.1 above, fixed links in Denmark currently occupy a large range of
frequencies, with the 17GHz and 22GHz bands having the most individually licensed PTP links.
However, there has been a shift towards higher-frequency spectrum in recent years. The frequency
register shows that the number of licences issued per annum for links above 30GHz in Denmark has
increased considerably, from 46 licences in 2013 to 118 licences in 2019. Furthermore, the
70/80GHz band (E-band) has begun to be used for fixed links (with larger bandwidths) in the last
few years.
High-frequency spectrum is well suited for PTP communications. Antennas are small and can be
pointed directly at the receiving antenna with narrow beams, with limited risk of interference.
Crucially, due to the larger bandwidth available, higher-frequency spectrum can provide more
capacity, as required by increasing traffic and the deployment of 5G (see above).
Spectrum above 86GHz (e.g. in the 92–94GHz, 94.1–95GHz and 95–100GHz bands) is not currently
used in Denmark for fixed links despite being allocated. Demand for these bands may develop in
the near future, as operators seek more capacity and larger bandwidths to serve their growing traffic
requirements. The equipment ecosystems in these bands are currently in their infancy, but the
development of equipment will encourage take-up. Additionally, the reduction in the cost of
equipment for currently used high-frequency bands, such as 71–86GHz, could encourage further use
of these bands and could ease congestion in lower-frequency bands such as the 17GHz and 22GHz
bands.
Another potential technological development that may have an impact on demand for fixed links
regards spectral efficiency. An increase in the spectral efficiency achievable in fixed-link
transmission might increase demand for fixed links in some bands, either by increasing the number
of links that can be accommodated in certain bands, or by increasing the capacity of the links that
can be deployed. Both would enable more demand to be met, potentially using less spectrum.
It should also be noted that, as mentioned in previous sections, a number of bands previously
available for fixed use have been reallocated to public mobile, or a change of use to public mobile
is planned, decreasing the availability of spectrum for fixed links. This will also prompt the
consideration of using higher-frequency bands for fixed links, such as the 92–95GHz band and
above, as well as bands between 275GHz and 450GHz as identified at WRC-19.

161

See https://cdn.brandfolder.io/D8DI15S7/as/q3wkdg-476u4o-g163ki/vRAN_Fronthaul_at_a_Glance__Telecom_Infra_Project.pdf
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Finally, the use of higher-frequency bands could be further incentivised by a change in the licensing
regime for fixed links (e.g. to a light-licensing approach, which is better suited to higher frequencies)
as is used in the UK and Norway in the E-band.
Summary
We believe there will be a gradual, long-term decline in the demand for fixed links (at least for low
and medium frequencies), as fibre becomes ubiquitous. However, a number of factors mitigate the
speed and extent of this decline, particularly the lower cost and greater speed of installation for
deploying fixed links vs. deploying fibre. We therefore expect that the decline in demand will be
gradual rather than sharp. For higher-frequency fixed links (e.g. in the E-band and above), demand
is likely to (continue to) grow, in the short and medium term, as mobile operators seek fixed links
with larger bandwidths, and increasingly need to connect many more base stations (e.g. small cells),
including fronthauling.

4.3 Options for future authorisations and recommendations
Future demand
As discussed in Section 4.2.2, generally, we believe there will be a gradual long-term decline in the
demand for fixed links (at least for low and medium frequencies), as fibre becomes ubiquitous.
However, a number of factors mitigate the speed and extent of this decline, particularly the lower
cost and greater speed of installation for deploying fixed links vs. deploying fibre. This is consistent
with the findings of ECC Report 173, which summarises market trends in the fixed services sector
in recent years in Europe. 162
For higher-frequency fixed links (e.g. in the E-band and above), demand is likely to (continue to)
grow, at least in the short term, as mobile operators seek fixed links with larger bandwidths to serve
their growing capacity requirements. The deployment of 5G is likely to enhance this trend.
Technological developments (e.g. equipment becoming cheaper in existing bands, and equipment
becoming available in new high-frequency bands) may also increase demand for high-frequency
fixed links.
Future supply
As discussed in Section 3, various fixed-link bands are being considered for re-allocation to mobile,
and this could reduce the supply of fixed-link spectrum.
The first instance of this is expected to be in the 26GHz band. The 24 969–25 333/25 977–
26 341MHz range is currently block licensed for fixed links (to Telia and Telenor), but spectrum in
the 26GHz band is planned to be assigned to mobile, most likely in 2021. Fixed links in this range
will therefore need to migrate to another available band. Licensees may be able to migrate some of
162

See https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/6fd0de6b-f796/ECCRep173.PDF
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the links they have deployed in the 26GHz band to other bands in which they have block licences,
but in general it will be necessary to try and offer licences in a band of similar frequency so as to
allow links of the same length.
The 17GHz and 22GHz bands are potential candidates but are the most heavily utilised bands, and
migration to these ranges may therefore not be possible due to congestion. The 28GHz band is the
nearest higher-frequency option, but it is possible that this band will also be assigned to mobile in
the future (as various European countries have considered doing, and is already the case in countries
outside of Europe such as South Korea and the USA). The 32GHz band (which is the next highestfrequency option and is currently in use for fixed links) may therefore be the most suitable choice,
provided that there is enough space in-between existing block licences within the band; some defragmentation may be required, as can be seen from Figure 4.16. Moreover, around half of the band
is already assigned as block licences and therefore analysis would be needed to understand if all
required 26GHz links could be accommodated within this band.
The reduction in supply of fixed-link spectrum due to re-allocation of existing bands to other
services may be mitigated if fixed-link users in the affected bands are able to transition to using
other available bands. Whether users can transition depends not only on suitable supply of spectrum
from the DEA but also that the bands in question can be used by the licensee, based on availability
of equipment, and the characteristics of the band. The potential increase in demand for highfrequency fixed-link bands to accommodate users displaced from bands re-allocated to other uses
means that ensuring efficient use of remaining fixed-link bands will become ever more important
(indeed, even without increasing demand, there is likely to be increased pressure to use the available
spectrum more efficiently).
Licensing approach
Several different licensing approaches (and combinations thereof) could be adopted for different
bands, each of which have advantages and disadvantages. These are summarised in Figure 4.17
below:
Figure 4.17: Advantages and disadvantages of different licensing approaches [Source: Analysys
Mason, 2020]
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There are many legitimate licensing approaches that the DEA could adopt, particularly if block
licensing is considered on a regional as well as a national level, which could help to mitigate the
potentially inefficient use that might otherwise arise from national block licensing in high-frequency
bands (i.e. if links are only deployed in a small area of Denmark, such as Copenhagen) by allowing
efficient spectrum re-use between different users. The most suitable approach will depend on which
of the different metrics shown in Figure 4.17 above (i.e. speed of deployment, protection from
interference, etc.) is most valued by fixed-link users. For example, if MNOs prioritise protection
from interference, then light-licensing and licence-exempt approaches may be less suitable.
Conversely, if MNOs’ main concern is the level of administrative burden associated with deploying
a large number of short-hop links, then light licensing would be a definite possibility. As such, we
recommend that the DEA should solicit industry feedback via a public consultation or similar in
order to determine the best licensing approach for these higher-frequency bands.
In this context, we note that although the majority of fixed links are used for backhaul by MNOs,
there are also other users of fixed links, whose preferences may be different from those of MNOs.
In general, individual link licensing is likely to be more suitable for smaller/non-MNO users.
Subject to refinement from any feedback arising from a consultation, our initial recommendations
regarding licensing approach are as follows:
•

Given that MNOs are the main fixed-link users, then block licences and auctions (as per
Norway) start to make sense, at least in bands where scarcity starts to become an issue, and
block licences have a number of clear advantages for MNOs over individual licences. Block
licences should be assigned in an efficient fashion where possible (i.e. contiguously, from one
end of the band to the other). Spectrum which remains unsold after an auction could then be
made available for individual licensing, including for non-MNO users.

•

Where it is straightforward to do so, e.g. in new bands or bands with limited existing fixed-link
use, it is likely to be appropriate to transition from an individual licensing to a block licensing
approach, as per the above. However, it may be difficult to enact this transition in certain bands
(or portions of bands), e.g. in cases where there are many existing individually licensed links
which do not expire for several years, and for which expiry dates are staggered. In these cases,
it is likely to be sensible to continue with individual licensing at least in the short/medium term.

•

For higher-frequency bands (e.g. E-band and above) with many thousands of 5G base station
applications submitted by MNOs, an individual licensing approach may be impractical and
unnecessary. A light-licensing regime may be a better approach, being well suited to higher
frequencies with high levels of frequency re-use, but offering greater interference protection
than a licence-exempt regime, with only very limited downsides in relation to speed of
deployment and administrative burdens. The main alternative option would be to use a regional
block licensing approach. A benefit of block licensing is that it better guarantees interference
protection for users requiring a high availability of service (which may be a concern to some
stakeholders, such as MNOs, under a light-licensing regime).
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Further discussion of the advantages and disadvantages associated with the different possible
licensing regimes is provided below.
► Block licensing
Block licensing is currently used in the same bands as individual licensing in a number of cases.
This is not problematic per se, and is the approach adopted in other countries (e.g. Norway).
However, there is some fragmentation in the fixed-link bands due to the positioning of (generally
nationwide) block licences, meaning that not much space is left for large channel sizes for
individually licenced links. This does not appear to have been problematic to date (i.e. there has still
been enough supply of fixed-link spectrum), but the DEA may want to consider de-fragmenting the
block licences.
There are some clear benefits for MNOs of having block assigned licences for fixed links used for
backhaul, i.e. exclusive access to the spectrum, speed of deployment (e.g. no need to wait for
individual licences to be issued for deployment in different locations across the network) and
flexibility (e.g. to balance technical performance with cost and equipment availability). These might
become increasingly relevant as 5G networks are rolled out, if MNOs deploy many additional
smaller cells to cater for traffic hotspots. The possibility of dual operation of bands for both mobile
access using 5G technology and fixed-link backhauling might also be more relevant in the 5G era
(e.g. for mmWave bands).
► Individual licensing
While block licensing has its advantages (as per the above), it may not be straightforward to
transition from individual licensing to block licensing in a number of bands. In these cases it is likely
to be sensible to continue with individual licensing at least in the short/medium term.
However, it is noted that this approach has the potential to impose a significant administrative burden
on the DEA, which must take responsibility for co-ordinating deployments. In particular, the DEA
must:
•

ask potential licensees for (and record) details of each base station’s location, height and antenna
characteristics

•

process and approve (or reject) applications, through co-ordination of siting and interference
management

•

maintain and manage a database of licensees and deployments, including variations to licences

•

resolve any ongoing interference disputes.

We understand that this workload is currently manageable for the DEA. However, if it may prove
to be impractical and unnecessary if the individual licensing is extended to higher-frequency bands
(given that the propagation characteristics of higher bands lend themselves to self-co-ordination,
rather than needing frequency co-ordination across wider areas). This would potentially require
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significant resourcing from the DEA and could result in delays to licences being awarded if the DEA
is faced with a need to process many applications simultaneously.
Similarly, MNOs wishing to deploy large numbers of 5G base stations would face a large
administrative burden, and (under an FCFS approach) there would be no certainty of spectrum being
available in the desired location(s) (and bandwidths) until the DEA had issued the licences. Long
lead-times between licences being applied for and awarded could result in delayed roll-out, as well
as complexities in procuring and deploying network equipment in a nationwide network, if the same
frequencies are not available in all desired locations. Some operators co-ordinate network
procurement at their group level, meaning that having the same blocks of spectrum available across
several markets can be desirable. There would be no guarantee of this being possible if base station
locations and frequencies are individually co-ordinated by the DEA, and there is scarcity in the
relevant bands (which may become the case in the future).
► Light licensing and licence exempt
Light licensing for higher-frequency bands therefore seems like a good approach, and this has been
adopted in a number of countries (e.g. both Norway and the UK) in parts of the E-band. However,
the DEA has already started issuing both block licences and individual licences in this band (71–
86GHz) and care is therefore needed as to how much more individual/block licensing (and in which
parts of the band) makes sense in order to avoid light licensing in at least part of the band becoming
impossible.
Light licensing, which allows for some degree of management, might be suitable where a high
degree of frequency re-use occurs as a result of the short wavelengths of transmitted signals (e.g.
E-band and higher-frequency bands), and hence there is a more limited need for links to be
individually co-ordinated. This high-frequency re-use also allows many users to share spectrum
without interference, providing a high level of efficiency in spectrum usage – which could be
reflected in spectrum fees. Technological advances in mmWave radio have also resulted in the
commercial implementation of highly directional, narrow (pencil) beam antennas, further improving
efficiency and simplifying frequency co-ordination.
However, a trade-off from lighter-licensing approaches may be a perception from some users of a
lower level of certainty over interference, compared to a licensing framework in which the DEA is
responsible for co-ordinating links. This concern caused Ofcom in the UK to only lightly license
part of the E-band (and use individual licensing in the other part). An alternative would be to use
block licensing on a regional level. Block licensing guarantees interference protection but may still
enable efficient use of spectrum if the regions are carefully chosen.
A licence-exempt approach (as is used in a number of European countries around 60GHz)
exacerbates the perceived interference risks associated with light licensing, without providing
materially higher benefits (in this context). Our recommendation is therefore that a light-licensing
approach, rather than a licence-exempt approach, is likely to be more suitable for higher-frequency
fixed-link bands outside of 60GHz.
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Pricing
The DEA has reduced the fees for high-frequency spectrum (>57GHz) in recent years, though the
fees appear comparable to other countries. In Ireland, for instance, a 1GHz PTP link in bands above
57GHz costs EUR150 (DKK1100) per annum, whereas the cost is DKK1600 in Denmark. In
general, low pricing is appropriate where there is no scarcity, and if there is scarcity an auction can
be used.
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the total annual price for a fixed link licence in Denmark consists of
a fixed fee (DKK600 for all bands and types of licences – block or individual) and a per-MHz
variable fee (where the amount charged per MHz varies by band and by type of licence).
The total annual price (i.e. including both the fixed and variable fees) of an individually licensed
2×56MHz fixed link in the currently favoured 17GHz and 22GHz bands is 2.6 and 1.8 times more
expensive respectively than the price of a 2×56MHz fixed link above 57GHz. This ratio increases
for larger channel sizes, as the fixed part of the fee becomes less significant. As such, a spectrum
user can access over 1200MHz of spectrum above 57GHz for the same price as a 2×56MHz in the
17GHz band. This appears to be an appropriate pricing model for incentivising a transition to higherfrequency bands.
The ratio of the total annual price of a nationwide block licence to the total annual price of an
individual link indicates the number of links that are needed to justify the extra cost of a nationwide
block licence, from the perspective of a licensee. This ratio is around 20 for frequencies between
470MHz and 9.5GHz; the ratio is independent of the channel size, since the fixed component of the
fee is negligible. However, for higher-frequency bands, the number of links required to make a block
licence the most cost-efficient option increases significantly depending on the assumed channel size.
For the 17GHz and 22GHz bands, and a channel size of 2×56MHz, 35 and 50 links respectively
would be needed for a block licence to be the most cost-efficient option, taking account of the perMHz variable fee within the total annual price of an individual link. For frequencies over 57GHz,
the ratio is around 30 for a 250MHz link and 60 for a 1000MHz link.
These ratios do not appear to be problematic at lower frequencies in terms of encouraging spectrum
hoarding, as only a small number of links are needed to cover large parts of the country (meaning
that 10–20 links deployed under a national block licence may be a relatively efficient use of the
spectrum). Furthermore, the absolute cost is large for lower-frequency bands, and so users are
unlikely to buy a block licence unless they are sure they will deploy enough links to make that the
cheapest option (i.e. speculation on what they may want to deploy in the future is disincentivised).
We note that no block licences have been issued to date in Denmark under 10GHz.
However, for higher frequencies, the pricing framework may not provide a similar level of
deterrence to spectrum hoarding/inefficient spectrum use. For example, given that absolute costs are
relatively low, 163 an MNO may choose to buy a nationwide block licence and use it to deploy a
number of short-hop links but in only a few dense urban locations across the country (which would
163

For example, a 250MHz link in the 57GHz band costs DKK24 100 per annum.
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be ‘geographically inefficient’). Alternatively, an MNO may choose to buy a block licence of large
channel size but not make use of all the bandwidth available in its deployments (which would be
‘spectrally inefficient’). Adjusting the pricing framework may not be the best tool to address this
problem. Rather, only allowing block licensing at a regional level, or imposing some form of useit-or-lose-it condition to ensure full frequency use, may be more suitable.
Spectrum trading
For fixed-link spectrum, there has so far been no spectrum trading in Denmark, even though a
flexible spectrum trading framework is in place. This is not overly surprising, since supply currently
exceeds demand in the majority of bands, and where this is not the case (i.e. 17GHz and 22GHz) we
understand that, to date, substitutable supply has been available in other bands with similar
frequency characteristics. Furthermore, there is a low cost to holding spectrum/underutilising links.
We therefore do not consider the lack of spectrum trading to be evidence of any problem with the
spectrum trading framework itself, and do not recommend that the DEA makes any changes to the
existing framework.
This is further supported by the fact that the trading framework in Denmark may be (slightly) more
encouraging for licensees than in other countries. For example, in Norway and Ireland spectrum
trades of fixed-link licences are subject to approval from the NRA, whereas in Denmark spectrum
trading may be conducted without prior approval of the DEA.
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Annex A Current frequency allocation by service/system
category in Denmark
In this annex, we provide a list of spectrum bands that are used by each service/system category
identified in Section 3.1.
Public mobile (and private networks)
Spectrum has currently been assigned to operators in the following bands:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

450MHz
700MHz/700MHz SDL
800MHz
900MHz
1800MHz
2.1GHz
2.3GHz
2.6GHz FDD and TDD.

Fixed services
The following bands are currently available for fixed link use in Denmark: 164
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1500MHz (1429–1518MHz) 165
1800MHz (1710–1785MHz and 1805–1880MHz)165
2.3GHz (2.3–2.484GHz use only between oil platforms in the North Sea)
3GHz (3.8–4.2GHz)
6GHz (5.925–6.425GHz and 6.425–7.125GHz)
7GHz (7.125–7.725GHz)
8GHz (7.9–8.5GHz)
10GHz (10.15–10.65GHz)
12GHz (12.75–13.25)
15GHz (14.5–15.35GHz)
17GHz (17.7–19.7GHz)
22GHz (22–23.6GHz)

164

Figure 4.10 includes all the bands available for P2P fixed links according to BEK no. 1151 of 21/11/2019,
radio interface no. 00 071. See https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lta/2019/1151

165

Use between oil platforms or similar installations in the North Sea only. The 1800MHz band and 2.3–
2.36GHz bands are currently assigned to mobile in mainland Denmark, and the 1500MHz band is planned
to be made available for mobile use.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26GHz (24.5–26.5GHz) 166
28GHz (27.5–29.5GHz)
31GHz(31–31.5GHz)
32GHz (31.8–33.4GHz)
37GHz (37–39.5GHz)
51GHz (48.5–52.6GHz)
57GHz (57.1–58.9GHz)
64GHz (64–66GHz)
71–86GHz (use of 76–81GHz is prohibited)
92–94GHz
94.1–95GHz
95–100GHz.

Several bands in the 100–200GHz range are also allocated for fixed-link use.
PMSE
In Denmark, most wireless microphones can be used without a licence and are permitted to operate
in the following bands:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32–39.4MHz
138.24–142.07MHz
169.4–169.5875MHz
169.8250–173.9625MHz
180.5–222.5
470–694MHz (primary use is terrestrial television and only “white spaces” may be used for
wireless microphones)
695–703MHz
733–736MHz
823–832MHz
863–865MHz
1785–1804.8MHz.

Wireless cameras use a set of higher-frequency spectrum bands, as follows:
•
•

166

2010–2110MHz
2200–2280MHz.

The 24.25–27.5GHz band was identified for IMT globally at WRC-19; spectrum in this band (26GHz) is
planned to be made available in Denmark for mobile use.
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Satellite services
The following bands are allocated to active Earth exploration satellite service (EESS) on a primary
basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

401–403MHz
1.215–1.3GHz
2.025–2.11GHz
2.2–2.29GHz
5.25–5.46GHz
5.47–5.57GHz
7.19–7.25GHz
8.025–8.4GHz
8.55–8.65GHz
9.2–9.8GHz
9.9–10.4GHz
13.25–13.75GHz
17.2–17.3GHz
25.5–27GHz
35.5–36GHz
40–40.5GHz
52.6–54.25GHz
65–66GHz
94–94.1GHz
133.5–134GHz.

The following bands are allocated to MSS on a primary basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

137–137.05MHz
137.175–137.825MHz
148–149.9MHz
312–315MHz
387–390MHz
399.9–400.05MHz
400.15–401MHz
406–406.1MHz
1518–1559MHz
1610–1660.5MHz
1668–1675MHz
1980–2010MHz
2.17–2.2GHz
2.4835–2.52GHz
2.67–2.69GHz
20.1–21.2GHz
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•
•
•
•
•

29.9–31GHz
39.5–40.5GHz
43.5–47GHz
66–74GHz
81–84GHz.

The following bands are allocated to FSS on a primary basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.4–4.2GHz 167
4.5–4.8GHz
5.15–5.25GHz
5.725–7.075GHz
7.25–7.75GHz
7.9–8.4GHz
10.7–13.25GHz
13.4–13.65GHz
13.75–14.5GHz
15.43–15.63GHz
17.3–21.2GHz
27.5–31GHz
37.5–43.5GHz
47.2–50.2GHz
50.4–51.4GHz
71–76GHz
81–86GHz.

PMR/LMR
According to licence data for LMR provided by the DEA, the DEA, under certain conditions, issues
licences in adjacent spectrum bands for use by maritime radio and/or PMR, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

167

29.7–31.7MHz
68–74.8MHz
75.2–87.5MHz
146–149.9MHz
150.05–153MHz
154–156.4875MHz
156.8375–174MHz
406.1–432MHz
438–470MHz.

See https://dif.ens.dk/Pages/Default.aspx. 3.4-3.8GHz licences are issued with a duration of no later than
30 June 2020.
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